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CHAPTER I 

IllTIlODUCTIOH 

t 

The relationship between »«-««tor1 a corabat role behavior and 

hia membership i^ primary groupü a;) oorr\ponent3 of larger formal 

structures is an important problem in the sociology of military 

Organisation. Military writers have stro.osed the motivational 

significance of emulation and of moral comnltment to abstract 

symbols and national ideals. Recent research indicates that 

primary groups ■vvithin combat units develop value standards and 

behavior patterns which are relatively independent of the formal 

structure of military organization. This study attempts to in- 

dicate how these relational systems are developed, to specify 

their constituent elements aa partial social systems, and to de- 

fine the relations between such systems and the formal structure 

of military organization. 

A. Th2. Problem 

The present study asaumea that combat role behavior is affected 

by the degree to which membura of the organisation share common 

normative standards, "Collective solidarity" exists when two or 

more members of an organization, referred to as "actors", conceive 

of their relationship to one another ao involving a moral obliga- 

tion to act in conformity and in concert with shared value standards. 

T.vo or more persons united by auch relationships are defined aa a 
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"collöctivity". 

A description and analypia of the activities of an infantry 

rifle company, in and near combat, as a social system, is pre- 

sented. The purpose of the study is to determine whether, and to 

what extent, membership in a collectivity influences the actor in 

the performance of his combat role. Collectivities are differen- 

tiated in terms of relative degrees of risk, status, and power. 

The data consist of interviews and observations made by the in- 

vestigator over a period of three months as a participant-observ- 

er with a rifl<3 company in Korea, from November 16, 195?-, through 

February 20, 1953, 

A conceptual scheme is developed vrtiich combines several lines 

of thought and investigation. First is the early distinction made 

by Durkheim between mechanical and organic solidarity, and his later 

formulation of the concept of collective solidarity. There followed 

the development of the concepts of the formal and informal social 

structures in industrial orcanizations, theoretically by Bernard, 

and empirically by Roethliisbergor and Dickson. The concept appears 

to have originated from many earlier sociological concepts dia- 

tl'.'.^tih^ng between rational organizational forms, and affectively 

significant social relational syatems. 

Two more recent theoretical developments have been of primary 

significance in this study. First, Horaana has developed a conceptual 

scheme embracing the formal-informal dichotomy, but specifying the 

constituent analytical olemonts as "activity, interaction, and sent- 

iment". This scheme is basic to the present study. A major defect. 
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the inability to define the relation between the external and in- 

ternal systems, has been resolved by the use of the concepts of 

the collectivity and of collective solidarity as formulated by 

Parsons. It is believed that this conceptual scheme constitutes 

a significant step beyond existing frames of reference for the 

analysis of combat role behavior and the sociology of military 

orßanization. 

I 

{ 

B. Review of the Literature 

Military writers have consistently recognized the importance 

of the collectivity in combat behavior but have stressed tho re- 

lationship between the collectivity and formal organization. Only 

one (Marshall) has supported his assertions with empirical evidence, 

and all are concerned primarily with aspects of leadership. 'Vhile 

noting that the actor's collectivity membership does influence tac- 

tical behavior, they usually assert that such influence is always 

in conformity with organizational goals. Du Picq and Marshall are 

leading examples of this approach. 

Du Picq's ÜATTLK STUDIL3 has long boon a basic text in military 

achoolj and hau  uud wide influence on the development of command 

doctrine. The "studies'' are a series of speculations on combat 
t 

motivation in ancient and modern armies.    His description of the 
( 

collectivity is typical of the Military writers of his period: 

"... Prom living together, and obeying the sane chiefs, 
from commanding the same ;.n.en, from sharing fatigue and rest, 
from cooperation among men who quickly understand each other 

l\ 

^M 
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in the execution of warlike movcnents, may be brod brother- 
hood, professional knowledge, aontimont, above all, unity. 
The duty of obedience, the ri/jht of imposing discipline, 
and the impossibility of escaping from it, would naturally 
follow."1 

Thus du ricq attributes the development of the collectivity to 

emulation and interaction, but explains away the possibility of 

collective deviance. 

Marshall does recogniue the possibility of deviance from the 

normative standards of ndlitary orcanization, hut attributes such 

deviance to the actor'u personality rather than the social struc- 

ture.    His data consist of interviews with combat infantrymen of 

about four hundred companies in the European and Pacific theaters 

in World War II.    The interviews were conducted in the presence of 

coivianders.    From the responses, Marshall concluded that only fif- 

teen percent of the participants in a combat event had fired their 

weapons at either enemy positions or personnel in the course of an 

engagement, while the "really active firers were usually in small 

groups working together".    Ho attributes the low rate of fire of 

thfi riflemen to the soctaliTiation exporience of American soldiers 

vhicn, he asserts, fcjtcrj an aversion to killing. 

Marshall distinguishes between "social relationships" which 

he isolates without comment, and "tactical relationships" which are 

the basis of his analysis.    This appears to be a distinction be- 

tween formal and informal organization.    He indicates further, 

/- 
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however, that "the opiritual unity of men on the battlefield" can 

be employed by the commander to increase the rate of fire.   This 

can be done by identifying the men who fire their weapons rapidly 

and frequently in an engagement, and assigning them to positions 

where their behavior will influence men who do not fire.   Because 

firing and aggressive action are ideal behavior patterns of mili- 

tary organization, Marshall implies that the collectivity will be 

influenced by the "visible presence" of individuals who accept and 

act toward those goals; 

".... But ... the NGO who cannot exercise fire initiative 
will lose the respect of hin men as quickly as his weakness is 
observed by them in battle.    Kven the soldier who cannot over- 
come a similar weakness in himself will look with contempt on 
a superior who appears to shirk his duty because of danger,"^ 

Marshall's explanation is basically psychiatric.    Stated as a 

hypothesis he would appear to contend that the childhood exper- 

iences of American men condition them against effective combat 

role behavior.    This hypotheais would be supported by the 85 percent 

who failed to fire their weapons during an engagement.   But what 

about the other 15 percent?   '.Vero their childhood experiences 

different?   And what selective factors operated to place the "really 

active firers" with apparently distinctive childhood experiences, 

in small groups who worked together or on crew-served weapons? The 

weight of Marshall's evidence supports a sltuational rather than a 

personality explanation. 

r 
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Intorpretationa of combat behavior by paychiatrlata have been 

based largely on inferences drawn from individual cases and have 

stressed the importance of various features of formal organiza- 

tion, such as indoctrination, reward and punishment, and officer 

leaders.    They note the relationship between the collectivity and 

the actor's personality, but fail to distinguish the collectivity 

from formal organization.    Thus the Barteraeier report states: 

"... The organized pattern of the unit and its emotional 
bonds constitute the dominant constructive and integrative 
force for the individual soldier in his fighting function. 
This group life is his inner life.  .,."*♦ 

Grinkor and Spiegel, in an analysis of psychiatric casualties 

in the Air Force in World V/ar II, arrive at similar conclusions. 

They assert that the intensified personal relationships and close 

individual identification with the group are dependent on the 

quality of leadership.    They note that the men of combat units 

appear to bo fighting for someone rather than apalnst somebody, and 

assuming that the leaders are the objects of their men's affection, 

conclude that for this "solf-sacrifice" the leaders must return 

their men's "loyalty and affection" in kind. 

Psychiatric literature thus follows the pattern of military 

writer      the collectivity in recognized as a collection of personal 

relationships, significant to the individual personality not never 

attaining an independent structure.    The commander at each level 

is assumed to be a primary source of motivation to individual mem- 

bers of the unit. 
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Simoneit was the first investigator to make a clear distinc- 

tion between the collectivity and formal aspects of military organ- 

ization.    Ha asserts that the officer leader stands in a Gesell- 

shaft relationship to his m6n, who are united to one "another at a 

more intensive level of interaction by the "bonds of comradeship". 

The officer leader cannot regulate the thoughts of the group toward 

hi-n; these sentiments must be discovered from individual members 

of the group.    Although the officer is never a member of the Gemein- 

shaft of the mit he commands, he .ray use Gemeinshaft relationships 
7 

in the supervision oC individual members of the unit. 

Homans has analysed his experiences as the commander of a small 

warahip over a period of two years.    He notes a "problem of balance" 

which arises when one segment of the crew "sets itself apart from 

th« rest and against them."   Unity or balance cannot be created on 

special occasions but only in the routine of everyday work.    Spon- 

sored grou^ action will foster unity only if it existed prior to 
8 

the event. 

The most extensive body of data bearing on combat role behavior 

is that reported by Stouffer, et al, in THE AMEPJCMI SOLDIER.^   This 

collection of surveys made during "Jorld 'Var II represents the atti- 

tudes of individuals about the social relations and activities of 

many combat units,    hence it nrovidos only a generalized description 

of the relationship between the actor, the collectivity, and larger 

^     I 
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social atructurea.    The status system is giveri particular emphasis, 

Tho authors state 

"Few aspects of Army life were more alien to the customary 
folkways of the average American civilian than the social sys- 
tem yrhich aacrlbed to an elite group social privileges from 
which the non-elite v/ere legally barred and which enforced sym- 
bolic deferential behavior toward the elite off duty os well 
as on duty."10 

Throughout their discussion of tho status system, tho functional 

significance of the phenomenon of status segregation is ignored, 

while its dysfunctional characteristics are exaggerated by compar- 

ing it with caste phenomena in the larger society,H 

The major concept developed in THE AMEU1CAH SOLDIKR is that of 

"relative deprivation", which is said to bo "related to and in part, 

include, such well-known sociological concepts as  'social frame of 

reference1, 'patterns of expectation1, or 'definitions of the situ- 

ation'".    As used by the authors, the term "relative deprivation" 

appears to bo a standard in terms of which the actor evaluates his 

relative position in terms of other actors and collectivities at 

higher'and lower positions on dimensions of risk, status, or authority, 

ine data rupo.'.-4 ^ VW WP.TCMI SOLDIER raise several signifi- 

cant questions which the present study has attempted to answer. First, 

the authors conclude that infantrymen had "high prestige" because 

their role behavior, involving greater personal risk, adequately 

demonstrated the actors'  capacity to fulfill a "masculinity norm". 
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"For ground combat troops and soldiers in the rear eche- 

lons ovoraoas, thern is some evidence that this more coneral 
pattern of group status and respect carried over and was de- 
veloped into a hierarchy v/ith the line infantryman and his 
closest associates in danger at the top."^-2 

In terms of the concept of relative deprivation, and to the extent 

that masculinity attributes were social values which all members of 

military organization sought to attain,  front line infantrymen 

should have been, in this respect, the least, deprived.    However, 

the data fail to demonstrate that tho^ infantryman's position did 

involve prestige in this sense. 

Despite the "high prestige" of the combat position, it was 

valued by neither infantrymen nor rear echelon personnel.    Doth 

^ valued roar echelon positions more highly.    In contrast, many off- 

icers were dialiked as persons because they violated the norms of 

their positions, but the positions v;erc valued because they provided 

the values which were leaat available to the combat infantry enlisted 

man.    A question follows then, of whether the significance of the 

infantryman's position was the amount of esteem he received from 

those in more valued positions, or the relative life chances avail- 

able in the position. 

Such a question introduces the possibility of a second dimen- 
I 

sion - relative risk or life chances - as of comparable significance 

to the status system or the social order.    This conception is sup- 

ported by a differentiation of attitudes toward officers in terms of 

( 
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front-line and rear echelon troops: 

"Men in line Infantry companies in the European Theater 
were considered more likely to indicate favorable attitudes 
toward their officers than viere men in organizations t^ the 
rear."^ 

However, the longer an enlisted man had been in combat, the more 

likely was ho to have been critical of his officers. 

Another question may be raised about the authors' discuasion 

of the "ßeneralized code of masculinity".    They state:  "In fact, 

the code of the combat soldier caa be summarized by «aying that 

Irhavior in combat '.vao recognized as the tost of bcirw-; a [nan". 

^ Courage and a^^ressivenes^ are astserted as the primary component 

( traitn of this behavioral ideal.    Tno cate°orlos include 87 per- 

cent of the comments:  "Courage and aggressiveness", which is men- 

tioned by 59 percent, is comprised of tvo sub-cato^ories which 

are fonuamontally different,    '.tilo ^6 percent of the privates men- 

tioned that the best combat soldier they had ever known was "fear- 

less, brave, cool,   'had guts', disregarded personal safety", only 

13 percent mentioned that such an ideal had "displayed aggressive- 

ness and initiative11.    A similar i-olationahip holds for the comments 

made by non-commissioned and commissioned officers. ^ 

The second major catognry, which includes 28 percent of the 

comments, represents the significance in the combüt role of "know- 

ledge and adequate performance of job".    Howeverj 16 percent of 

L. these comments referred to soldiers v/ho "knew what to do and did 
f 
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job well", v/hile only six percent mentioned "observant, alert; 

excellent on scouting and patrol work", and only three percent 

mentioned "carried out orders to the letter."^ 

Thus, data fron Tiffi AUrttlCAJJ SOLDIER tend to indicate that the 

test of "being a man" in combat tended to exclude aeßroasiveness, 

initiative, and proficiency in specific combat skills, while stressing 

characteristics which facilitated cooperation in mutually dependent 

roles. 
■ 

Speier has auggested that "social perspective" is a significant 

variable in the attitudes reported in THE AMERICAN SOIDIKR.    I'e asserts 

that subjective evaluations of similar social subjects will vary 

/ accordins to the judge's position in terras of relative power or pres- 

tige.    Data from THE AMERICAN 30LDIFR are used to demonstrate this 

hypothesis.    This formulation indicates that social perspective be- 

tween oifleers and enlisted men varies with the subject evaluated,^-" 

Speier also notes the failure of the authors of THE AUKItlGAH 

SOLDER to recognize the political function of military organlzatlcn 

in the formulation of their surveys and conclusions.    He states: 

"If the function of military organisations rather than 
the attitudes of civilians toward military practices ax'e 
taken as the point of departure, it is evidently the expec- 
tation and the demand to destroy and to kill as well as the 
greater risk of suffering death by violence which distin- 
guish the soldier from the civilian.    This point rather than 
the authoritarianism, inequality, and traditionalism would 
seem to deserve the main attention of the analyst,"*' 

(r 
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Shlls and Janovrltz, in an analysis of Allied psychological war- 

fare, concluded that ideological convictions were of little signif- 

icance in maintaining morale in the German Arn\y:   although the 

"focus of attention and concern" was restricted to "imaediate face- 

to-face social circles", a high degree of military effectiveness 

could still be achieved.    The concluded further: 

''... Attempts to modify behavior by means of symbols re- 
ferring to events or values outside the focus of attention 
and concern would be given an indifferent response by the vast 
majority of Gorman soldiers.    This was almost equally true urlder 
conditions of primary group integrity and under conditions of 
extreme primary group disintegrnlion,"^ 

Their conclusions suggest that perfommce In the combat role is 

v_ primarily dependent on the actor's relationship to a primary group 
i 

of his combat collectivity, rather than the normative standards 

and rewards and sanctions of formal military organization, 

Zentner has used data from THE Al&RICAN SOLDIER to test empir- 

ically Blumer1 s conception of morale as a process dependent on the 

relation of the group to it's goal, and the relations of the members 

of the group to each other.    He concludes that the basic factor de- 

termining Job satisfaction in the Army was "an active desire to 

avoid combat experience".    This conclusion supports Speier's asser- 

tion that the most effective point of departure for the analysis of 

military organization is relative risk.    From his analysis, Zentner 

asserts that Blumer's conception of morale, and others that place 

V 
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emphasis on collective goals and rational persuasion, are not sup- 

ported by data from THE AMKRICAN ÜÜLDIER.    He concludes further: 

",,.. That the sources of positive motivation in the 
combat situation wore primarily the abstract objects of 
supplicatory rites, .and secondarily, considerations arising 
out of loyalty to and regard for the welfare of the small 
informal status groups comprised of comrades in arms, upon 
which the individual was dependent in the main for protec- 
tion and survival."^9 

These conclusions also support the findings of Shils and Janowitz 

that the immediate combat croup does not derive its primary motiva- 

tion from the formal organization. 

Rose has presented data based on attitude surveys conducted with 

the staff of TilK AlKiaCAU GOLDISi but published independently.    He 

^ concludes that there  is a significant discrepancy betwr.on the regu- 

lations '.vhich govern desrrtion in combat, and the attitudes of indiv- 

idual members of the  group toward persons who desert.    His study is 

based on interviews with IAO men who had gone Aw'OL. from combat in- 

fantry companies, and 1,7A5 "normals" in the same companies.    He 

concludes; 

"Most combat soldiers do not condemn the typical A'/JOL 
from combat;  rather they tend to sympathize with him.    Thus 
thore is no strung negative aooial sanction against going 
AV.'UL:   the AVOL can rotain hia status in the evaluations of 
his fellows, and hence probably his own self-evaluation can 
remain high.'"^ 

While the deviant behavior of the AV.'OL is supported by his status 

pesrs, thore is also evidence that such behavior was su;-ported by 

officers at. the same echelon of risk.    Rone notes, but does not 

'r 
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discuss, an observation that many coabnt AWOL'a wore never punished 

by their company coromanclers.    Disciplinary treatment of the AV/OL, 

however, beca;nü increasingly severe at rear echelons. 

In sunraary, the literature concerned with the relationship be- 

tween the actor in a combat role, and his relationship to laiY.or 

social structures has been reviewed. Both recent railitary writers 

and psychiatric interpretations of combat behavior have personality 

rather than the social role as a frame of reference. The original 

data of THE AMKRICAH SOLDIER and the subsequent re-interpretations 

have failed to adequately account for military organization as a 

unique social structure: it is described as either a massive bur- 
( 
( caucratic structure, or as a  series of emulating echelons.    There 

are frequent s'ugßestions that significant differences in social 

oreani7.ation appear at various levels of risk, status, and authority, 

E.    The Conceptual Cchane 

The basic problem In this study Is the relationship between the 

technical and normative structure of military organization, and the 

social relational systems that develop within that structure.    3lnco 

the basic elements of the social relational systems are actors whose 

perspective Is limited by the positions they occupy within the total 

structure. It Is necessary to use two complementary approaches to 

the problem,    Fron an objective viewpoint, the total structure can 
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be represented as seen by the observer.    The a'ab.lectivo viewpoint 

is inferred from the sentiments of the actors as they are expressed 

to the investigator. 

Follov/ing Homans, the objective viewpoint is comprehended as an 

"external system", and the subjective viewpoint as an "internal 

system".        The analytical elements of both systems are activity, 

interaction, and sentiments.    Homans describes the internal system 

as "crowing out of" the external system and elaborating upon it. 

The reaction of the internal system on the external system is des- 

cribed as "feedback".    The internal system   remains a residual cat- 

egory, consisting of all behavior which can be analytically dis»- 

tinguished from the external system.    Any concrete group would thus 

consist of an indefinite number of internal systems without an In- 

dependent analytical relationship.    Guch a relationship can be posi- 

tively defined by isolating sets of actors whose behavior in the 

internal system is characterized by collective solidarity. 

Following Parsons, a collectivity is defined as "a social sys- 

tem having the throe properties of collective goals, shared goals, 

mid oi' being a single üysfuem tu' iaueraciiiun".    A person is a member 

of a collectivity if he has a role in that collectivity.    The boun- 

dary of a collectivity will vary in location with the situation.  It 

may remain latent until a specific type of situation arises which 

activates a set of relevant role expectations for the actor.^2   The 

^ 
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members of the collectivity are mutually oriented to common value 

patterns entailing responsibility for the fulfillment of obliga- 

tions to one another.    Collective solidarity exists in the extent 

to vMch moral significance is attributed to role expectations. 

In contrast, a purely "instrumental" or technical relational sys- 

tem does not constitute a collectivity.    In so far as an instru- 

mental relational system predominates, collective solidarity is 

disrupted. -* 

From the objective viewpoint of the external system, three dim- 

ensions of stratification can be specified: risk,  status, and auth- 

ority.    Each of these dimensions is a basis upon which actors of 

one collectivity can make differential evaluations of actors in 

other collectivities,    stratification is used here as a relative 

ordering of actors within a common structure according to a single 

criterion.    The essential basis for stratification is the differ- 

ential distribution of power:  "the chance of a man or of a number 

of men to realize their own will in a communal action even against 

the resistance of others who are participating in the action."2^ 

The sources of power, following '.Veher, include three major in- 

25 
stitutions:  (l) the economic order, adapted here as the tactical 

order. to describe the distribution of actors with respect to ex- 

posure to risk and chances of survival; (2) the social order as the 

relative distribution of status honor; and (3) the legal order. 

•f 
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adapted here aa tho chain of comiand. as the relative distribution 

of legitimate authority to comnand the services of other individuals 

and collectivitiea. 

The tactical order consiots of the relative chancea of acquires 

si/nilar goods, conditions, or experiences, at differential positions 

in relation to conhol. Components of the tactical order are echelons, 

comparable to a "class" in the economic sense, to the extent that, 

as collectivities, they have differential "chances" for exploiting 

their tactical environment for personal safety and comfort in combat. 

"Class situation" is interpreted hero, as defined by Woher, as "tho 

typical chance for a supply of goods, external living conditions, 

and personal life experiences, insofar an this chance ij deter.nined 

by tho amount'and kind of power, or lack of such, to dispose of goods 

26 
or skills for the sake of income in a given economic order."  Rela- 

tive risk, rather than income, is the criterion of membership in a 

particular collectivity of risk at a specific echelon. 

The dimension of risk cuts across both the chain of command and 

the social order, A sergennt, rifle squad leader, and a sergeant, 

motor crev/ chief at battalion headquarters, have comparable authority 

as non-commissioned officers, are members of the same status group 

as enlisted men, but have widely different chancea of survival. In 

the same sense, a lieutenant, infantry platoon leader would occupy 

the same position as the squad leader in the tactical order, but 

if 
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would differ in terms of status (as an officer) and authority (as a 

27 platoon leader).     The relative risks of one position as compared 

to another will determine the nature of their living conditions, 

their access to goods, and the nature of their life experiences. 

Under tactical conditions the hierarchical structure of mili- 

tary organization determines the spatial distribution of echelons, 

with collectivities possessing the least power and prestige being 

exposed to the greatest risk.    As tactical considerations become 

less significant in locational decisions, criteria of power and pres- 

tige increase in importance. 

The tactical order thus tends to correspond to the oconomic order 

'( In the larger society.    Since specialized activities cannot bo carried 

on under conditions of great risk, the individuals selected for per- 

forming those activities are distributed at more remote echelons. 

Similarly, individuals who possess scarce skills must bo distributed 

in positions where the possibility of their loss to the organization 

will be minimized.    Consequently, membership in the rifle company 

tends to be determined by the lack of valued characteristics, such as 

education, intoiiigence, or the t'urtunea oi peraoiinol clussification. 

From tho reception center through battalion headquarters, individual^ 

with specialised skills are "screened out" for preferential assign- 

ments.    The population at each descending echelon is increasingly 

residual,  terminating in the rifle squad whore specific and valued 

skills are not considered necessary for effective performance.    At 

_-V .. 
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each ascending echelon, there la an Increased number of specialized 

activities, and poaitions that can be occupied by persons with 

scarce and increasingly valued attributes. 

The social order consists of an arrangement of persona and col- 

lectivities according to their differential possoaaion of attributes 

28 of social honor or prestige.   Two complementary aspects of the dis- 

tribution of social honor are the status bearer, and .status observers 

or collectively, the status audience.^ Status is bestowed when the 

relevant attribute of the actor is responded to by other persons, or 

observers. who collectively comprise a status audience, with defer- 

ence gestures. Formal distinctions of social honor are made by sym- 

bolic systems of rank, each gradation accompanied by varying amounts 

of prestige and corresponding restrictions on the positions that the 

actor may occupy and the amount of esteem that may be derived from 

performing in the associated role. 

Status groups are comprised of actors who collectively are char- 

acterized by a general style of life, distinctive insignia, and re- 

lated restrictions on social intercourse with other actors who 

occupy higher or lower positions in the distribution of status 

attributes. In military organisation, officers and enlisted men 

constitute the major status groups with normative and legal differ- 

entiation. 

The chain of command is a system of authority in which one per- 

son is capable of exercislnß legitimate authority over another 
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person or collectivity. As a legal order, it is characterized by 

the use of physical or psychical compulsion to obtain conformity 

with an order, or of invoking sanctions for violation of an order. 

Power relationships may be either unilateral (between subordinate 

and superior positions), or bilateral (between positional peers). 

Authority exists in the office to the extent that, as a com- 

ponent of a position in a hierarchy of connand relationships, it 

is included in the rißhts and duties of the incumbent of that 

position. Only a person who has a co/nmand relationship with 

another person, who is "in the porformsnce of duty", can legiti- 

mately use physical or psychical compulsion or invoke sanctions. 

(       An officer cannot "prefer charges*' against a subordinate not under 

his comwind. He can only make a written complaint to the subord- 

inate's commander who must decide and initiate sanctions. A staff 

officer or a first sergeant have legitimate power only insofar as 

it is dnrived from their commanding officers. Hence, authority is 

a component of an office or position, not of the actor's prestige 

or "rank". 

Command consists of domination and force.^ Domination is used 

when the commander explicitly defines the behavior desired as a 

"mission", and the persons to whom the order is given acknowledge 

the authority of the commander as legitimate. Thus a platoon leader 

has the authority to use domination as a form of influence in order- 

ing a rifleman to advance. The rifleman may comply in recognition 
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of the sanctions available to the platoon leader if he should re- 

fuse. But if the rifleman should refuse to advance the commander 

has no power to compel the indivic.ual to comply; he can only make 

repeated threats of sanctions. 

In punishing the offender, the commander nay use force, but he 

does so, not to accomplish the mission, but to demonstrate that the 

capacity to use force is inherent in his office. Force consists 

of the application or execution of a formally prescribed sanction, 

by the commander himself, or by a specialized agency at a rear 

echelon. 

At each ascending echelon of the chain of command, power is 
( ' 
(        increasingly «xercisod by nanlnulation: the utilisation of indirect 

or symbolic acts which induce implicitly the desired behavior. This 

form of influence may be highly ritualized as in parades or cere- 

monies, the award of decorations for wounds or aggressive actions, 

or derive its effectiveness by breaching the rigid limitations of 

the social order in visits to the sick or informal welfare inquiries 

while on formal inspection tours. 

The efficiency report is a specific instrument of power by man-- 

ipulation. The numerical value which a superior attributes to the 

performance of a subordinate is a principal determinant in his sub- 

sequent promotions. The rating may affect the entire career of the 

subordinate, and when the rating is known (in the form of a aimplif- 

( ied index) by subsequent commanders, it becomes a factor in the con- 

tinuous evaluation of the officer's competence. 

i «— 
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Each ascending echelon involves a more intricate proliferation 

of staff agencies, and consequently a greater diffusion of power 

by the delegation of responsibility to the staff as distinct from 

the chain of command, A staff section must use the commander's 

power to get their work done, but they lack the prestige of his 

position. To the extent that thoy make decisions affecting subord- 

inate units, they limit, the commander's power and become a power 

group in themselves. 

Although analytically distinguishable, the three orders con- 

verge, Lipset and Dendix have specified the relationship between 

positions on the dimensions of legal and economic power: "Persons 

who occupy high economic positions, or positiuna of power, seek to 

secure themselves by attaining status recognition."-  By controll- 

ing the distribution of status attributes, they can effectively ex- 

clude others from the positions they seek to monopolize. Conversely, 

the lows- the actor's position in legal or economic power, the less 

effectively can he monopolize status symbols. 

In summary, a conceptual scheme has been developed which compre- 

hends both the objective and subjective aspects of the social struc- 

ture of military organization. From an objective viewpoint, three 

dimensions of stratification in the external system can be specified. 

Sets of actors who occupy similar positions on each of these dimen- 

sions constitute collectivities to the extent that they share value 

standards and attribute moral significance to tha role expectations 
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of others in such positions.    Such collectivities are components of 

the internal system.    The analytical elements of both the external 

and intornal syatems are activity, interaction, and sentiment. 

f •    Restater.ant of the Problem 

The company is considered as a social system, with two compon- 

ent and mutually dependent sub-systems:  the "external system", and 

the "internal system".    The elements of both aub-syatems are defined 

as activity, interaction, and sentiment.    The mutual dependence of 

these elements will be analyzed on the basis of (1) the principal 
» 

activities of the company as presented in situaticnal descriptions, 

and (2) group and individual responses to variations in the activ- 

ities of the cofapany. 

The external system describes an arrangement of positions and an 

activity which requires cooperative effort among persons who are mo- 

tivated to occupy the positions and to behave in accordance vfith ex- 

plicit rules which regulate their functional relations to one another. 

The component elements of  the external system are activity, inter- 

action, and iK-ntir.ont. / 
i 

Activity designates those operations which the organization per- 

forms collectively in accordance with goals, procedures, and stand- 
I 

ards imposed by their position in a larger social structure.    Activity 

in the external system is technical and Instrumental, rather than 

expressive. 
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Interaction describes a series of operations among individual 

actors whose positions involve functional relationships when the 

activity of the organisation is boin^ performed. The scheme of 

interaction is re;alatcd by explicit rules vMch specify the arrange- 

ment of positions and require distinct patterns of individual be- 

havior in operations between actors whoso positions are differen- 

tiated by attributes of relative power and prestige as required for 

coordination of the total activity. 

Sentiments are internalized standards of behavior which the 

actor can state or Inply in the form of a proposition that among 

available alternatives, a specific course of action is deslreable. 

In the external system, sentlnbnts include the value standards of 

the larger society, technical knowledge required for effective role 

performance, and normative standards imposed by the organization. 

The internal syatem designates a complex of behavior which de- 

velops between two or more actors as a consequence of the fact that 

they occupy positions with relatively equal amounts of risk, status, 

or power, and can communicate with one another beyond the limits 

imposed by the external aystem. lo i^ 'l.-.l...v.'il" heewwe the de- 

velopment occurs as a segment of the total structure of relation- 

ships Involved in the external system. It is a "consequence" be- 

cause the relevant behavior originates when persons occupy the 

positions specified by the external system. 
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Activity in the internal system consists of those operations 

which express the actor's memborahip in a collectivity in which he 

shares sentiments of moral obligation toward the collectivity, and 

toward individual actors of the collectivity. Activities in the 

internal system are expressive, rather than technical and prescribed. 

Interaction consists of a series of operations among two or more 

actors which is initiated and maintained by the sentiments of soli- 

clarity which such actors hold toward one another, and toward the 

collectivity aa a whole. 

Sentiments in the internal system are standards of behavior which 

crri^inate or arc modified as a result of membership in a collectivity, 

including the normative standards of the actor's collectivity, and 

knowledge which is restricted to members of such a collectivity. 

In both the external and internal systems, the constituent ele- 

ments are mutually dependent. The sentiments which actors bring into 

their positions make cooperative activity possible. The activity 

entails a scheme of interaction among the persons who occupy the 

positions.. As a result of this interaction, additional sentiments 

are develoned. These indenendently evolved r^ntimnnts are expressed 

by other activities. To the extent that the:;e activities in the in- 

ternal system involve two or more persons, an additional scheme of 

intoraction is entailed. Since all three components of the internal 

»ystem are developed and maintained within the external system, they 

arc continuously dependent on the functional relations between those 

poaitions. 
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In summary, it may be assumed that the activity of a social sys- 

tem will be formally organized and coordinated, acquire and assign 

the individuals necessary for performing in the component positions, 

and provide motives for participating in the activity. The result- 

ing activity, interaction, and sentiments is termed an cxtornal sys- 

tem. The incumbents of the positions will develop and share senti- 

ments with other actors occupying similar positions, and will express 

such sentiments in an internal system. The actor's role in the in- 

ternal system is defined by shared sentiments of moral obligation to 

a collectivity, in which conformity is induced by the actor's antic- 

ipation of the granting or withdrawal of affective responses by 

other members of the collectivity. 

Therefore, it may be predicted that, in the performance of a 

combat role, the actor is influenced by the elements of a collectiv- 

ity in which he nhares sentiments of solidarity, 

It may be further assumed that under conditions of minimal risk, 

members of a collectivity would be able to perform their roles in 

oomo cooperative activity, communicate within a patterned scheme of 

interaction, and otherwise maintain their roles in both the external 

and internal systems. An increase in the degree of risk in the situ- 

ation would tend to decrease the influence of these elements. 

Therefore, it may be predicted that, as the degree of risk in 

the combat situation increases, the actor is influenced by the ele- 

ments of the collectivity lesn frequently in the performance of his 

combat role. 

mmm^aimmKm^^mm^mmm 
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E. Population Uaed 

The groupi for this atudy consisted of a rifle company conoid- 

erod as a formal structure of status and power, and a component 

rifle platoon in which the interpersonal relationships were inten- 

sively analysed. Although an attempt was made to select a "rifle 

company in combat" at random, the following factors influenced the 

final choice; 

(1) The tactical employment of major units could not be ascer- 

taine prior to the choice. The Division selected was in reserve, 

and unofficial infornation available to the investigator indicated 

that \t  would shortly be employed in a tactical position for an ex- 

\ tended period. Before the investigator arrived, the Division had 

been moved into tactical positions. 

(2) The Division commander supgested, on the basis of informa- 

tion then available to him, a specific Battalion which was in reserve 

and rotating companies on an outpost. It was probable that the 

Battalion would later move to the line on defensive positions. This 

unit would provide opportunities to observe a wide variety of tacti- 

cal situations, 

(3) The Battalion commander permitted the investigator to choose 

any company desired, but was unable to predict the future employment 

of any one of them. The investigator then suggested the company on 

the outpost, but it was rotated to tactical reserve within three 

'/-      days. The final solöction w^a riade on the basis of the probable 

^M^MHBMi^H^MBMMMMi 
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amount of combat activity that could be observed during the time 

available for the study. 

Once the selection had been made and field work begun, it 

appeared that other units would have provided more opportunities for 

observations of tactical activity.    However, it appeared equally 

probable that a selection made at that point might also revert to 

a less active situation.    Thus tactical activity as a variable could 

not be controlled. 

There are no apparent reasons why the persons assigned to this 

company differed significantly from those assigned to any other 

( rifle company in Korea.    There is no apparent relationship between 

the factors affecting the selection of the company for this invest!- 

gation, and the actual composition of the organization. 

F.    Procedures Used 

The study was initiated three days before the company was with- 

drawn from an outpost position, and continued through three subse- 

quent months .    During this period the company was observed in three 

"Loc-lv-al iiiLualiuia;   (1) a "r.r.nrvn hi^oiwc Involving  Intensive 

patrol activity; (2) defensive positions on the train line of resist- 

ance with intermittent patrolling; and (3) withdrawal into reserve 

for reception of replacements and retraining. 

During the period of the study, the investigator lived with the 

f" company aa a Medical Service officer, without any command respon- r 
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sibilities to the organisation.    He was with the company continuously 

during the period in the reserve bivouac and on the line, but was 

absent for an a^regato period of three weeks in the retraining 

phase.    This time was required for periodic reports to the Army 

Sursoon,- and to collect records which were maintained at the Division 

rear echelon. 

The investigator defined his role in the company by the following 

consistently used prefatory statement:   "I am making a study of how 

the men in n company such as this live together, and what kinds of 

things they do."    Informal significance was attributed to the invest- 

f igator's formal status attributes, and his role was associated with 

' typical medical functions.    Two common interpretations of hia role 

wore as a "sanitary officer" and as a  "psychiatrist". 

The principal sources of data wore interviews with members of 

the company, and observations of thoir behavior and conversations 

on work details, at mess, and in the bunkers.    Every man in the sub- 

ject platoon and company headquarters was interviewed at least 

once.    Variations in expressive ability, willingness to contribute 

material, and conceptions.of the investigator's role in the company 

ultimately resulted in the selection of a limited number of consis- 
i 

tent informants.    Initial interviews were directed townrd eliciting 

a description of their roles in the platoon,  the persons whom they 

contacted most frequently, and conceptions of themselves as members 

/ 
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of larßor structures, auch as battalion, regiment, and division. 

Subsequent interviews considered individual and f.roup responses to 

specific persons and events within the company, and any other mater- 

ial that seemed relevant to the situation in which the contact was 

made, 

Detailed records were kept of each situation in which the unit 

was engaged.    The "Journals" of hißher comand levels vjero examined 

for information not available to the company, but they revealed 

little data of significance for this study.    The company Morning 

Report and Sick Report were the only personnel records maintained 

in the company area.    Individual personnel records were copied by 

( photoütat at the Division rear echelon. 

G.    Sau'ivary 

The elements of the social system are defined as activity, 

internction, and sontiments.    The mutual dependence of these elements 

are analyzed on the basis of situational description,«}, group and 

individual responses to specific events, and changes in membrsrship. 

fly analysis of the nxternal syntem,  the factors ansneiatod with con- 

bat role perfornurce are determined.    By analysis of the internal 

system,  the factors associated with membership in collectivities 

.yre determined.    The relationship between the external system and 

the intox-nal ayotorn is then analyzed in terms of whether, and to 

what extent, the actor's membership in a collectivity influenced 

\Au perfoiMance of a combat role. r 
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CHAPTIÜ II 

THK KXTJ'PJJAL SYSTKlfj  SI-IITr^IIT - ACTIVirr 

A.    Litroductlon 

The ggntijnents of the larger society proscribo the structure 

and function of nilitary organization as a partial social system, 

and provide motives for participating in the activity of the organ- 

ization.    In this chapter the najor administrativo factors affect- 

ing the company are described.    Those arc (1) the "Table of Organ- 

ization", a standardized structure of positions for rifle companies; 

(2) tho "Pipeline", an administrative process by which the positions 

were filled with persons trained and equipped to perform the required 

roles; and (3)''dotation", a personnel policy and procedure for es- 

tablishing] the terminal point of an individual's anaignnont to the 

unit. 

B.    The Table of Organisation1 

The rifle company consists of 18/t men in three rifle platoons, 

one weapons platoon, and a company headnnart.pm.    Tt is the b^sic 

infantry unit with the three functions of tactical activity, admin- 

istration, and supply.    The mission of the company in tho attack 

^Gee Figure 1, "The Formal Ctructuro of the Organization" 
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is to "cloao v/lth the enemy ami destroy or capture him".    In the 

defense, the nisaion is to "repel the enemy assault by fire or 

close combat". 

Company headquarters consisted of 2h officers and enlisted nv-jn 

divided into a  "command group" and an "administrative group".    The 

command group included the Company Commander (a Captain), the Exec- 

ecutive Officer (a First Lieutenant), the First Sergeant (a Master 

Sergeant), and the Communicntions Sergeant ( a Sergeant).    Other 

personnel assigned to the administrative group included the Unit 

Administrator ( a V/arrant Officer), the Supply Sergeant and the 

Mess Sergeant (both Master Sergeants), and other kitchen and supply 

Under tactical condition« the command /:roup was to be located 

at the forward "Command Post"  under the supervision of the Executive 

Officer.    The administrative group would have remained at a rear 

position located n^ur supply and communications routes. Because of 

their location and activities  (with respect to reports and supplies) 

they have more frequent contacts with other units and echelons than 

the command group. ' 

Th3 rifle platoon consists of a platoon headquarters, throe 

rifle squads, and a weapons squad.    The platoon of A2 men is com- 

V.....a.o Company Infantry Regiment", i)opnrtmcnt of The Army 
Fiele! Manual 2-10 ('Vashin.^ton:  United States Government Printing 

( Office, I1?//?),  .:.  I - 2. 
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manded by an officer, tho Platoon Leader (either iiecond or Firat 

Lieutenant).    Under tactical conditiono the Platoon Leader would 

live with his platoon hcadqoartera -.vhich included the Platoon Ser- 

jeant (faster Serjeant) and the Aaaistant Plntoon Sergeant (3er- 

goant First Class), a Itadio Operator, two L'oaaenßera, and two 

Medical Aid .-non attached fro/n the ro^inental Nodical Company, 

The rifle squad of nine men included a Squad Leader (Serjeant 

r^irst Class) and his aMlrstant (Serjeant), an automatic rifleraan 

(Corporal) and his .T-.O   t.uit  (Private First Claorj), and five rifle- 

men(Privatoo).    One of t)i« rifleaon was designated and specially 

fiquippod as  i  "sniper".    All .:ien of the liflc squad e:<cept the 

aubonuitic rlflemn were armed with the standard .infantry rifle. 

The weapons squad of nine men consisted of a Squad Loader (Ser- 

jeant First Class), and two light machine gun sections,' each with 

a Gunner (Corporal) and an assistant (Private First Class), and two 

aeimnition bearers (Privates).    The weapons squad was always used 

with one or more of the rifle squads who provided rifle protection. 

The weapons platoon with % raen waa on an or^anizationnl level 

with the throe rifle platoons,  but rarely operated as a unit.    It 

was commanded by a First Lieutenant.    Platoon Headquarters con- 

sisted of a Platoon Sergeant (ifaster Sergeant), two messengers, 

and a radio operator.    The cl«vnent.} of the platoon consisted of a 

57 millimeter rifle section and a 60 millimeter mortar section, 

eacii under the direction of a section loader (Serjeant First Class). 
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Each section was comprised of three squads consisting of a squad 

leader (Sergeant), a gunner (Corporal), an assistant gunner (Pri- 

vate), an ammunition bearer and a driver (Privates).   Tiro medical 

aid men were attached to the platoon. 

Official policies differentiated three categories of personnel: 

Caucasian, Negro, and "KATUSA's" (Korean soldiers attached to the 

United States Army).    Daily personnel reports distinguished between 

Caucasian and Negro members of the company.    The proportion of 

Negro soldiers in the company was limited to ten percent by the 

assignment echelons.    However, a higher proportion of Korean troops 

could be assignfid than American Negroes. 

V The KATUSA's were initially assigned to augment troop strength 
( 

during a period when there was a shortage of American rRplacements. 

Each Korean was assigned to an American "buddy" who was officially 

responsible for the Korean's welfare and tactical readiness.    Rigid 

policies from higher echelons limited utilization of the Koreans to 

combat tasks.    Pew were able to communicate effectively by language 

with their American companions. 

Two other types of personnel were less frequently encountered. 

Elements of the "Korean Service Corps", a non-coidbatant organization 

of the Korean Army, were often assigned to labor details in the com- 

pany area.    They never became an integral component of an American 

unit.    Native civilian laborers were also employed by each company 
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Figure 1.    Formal Structure of The Organization 
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as raoas attendants or kitchen police, and paid by voluntary contribu- 

tions from nembera of tho company. 

Specialised personnel v?nre attached from other units, auch as 

the medical aid men alrr-ady mentioned.    The artillery Forward Ob- 

server Team consisted of a First Lieutenant and his aasiatant (a 

Sergeant), a radio operator and a driver (Privatoa).    Observers and 

their teama v/ere occasionally attached from the Mortar Platoon of 

the Heavy /«'eapons Company, and from the re^inental Heavy Hortar 

Company. 

The only significance of the grade specified by the Table of 

Organization was to indicate tho decree of prestige ascribed to the 

( position officially.    The promotion of enlisted men tf-'pended on 

monthly promotion quotas which were never adequate to promote every- 

one to the grade specified by the Table of Organization.    It was more 

probable that a position vacancy would be filled by a replacement 

non-commissioned officer  before the person who was temporarily acting 

in the role could be promoted.    A private who had performed effec- 

tively for several months as a squad leader, for example, would then 

revert to his old position in the squad, as would the acting leaders 

in other positions.        « 

Officer promotions were much less frequent.    Second Lieutenants 

could be promoted to First Lieutenant almost routinely, after com- 

pleting 18 months of active duty as an officer, and with the recom- 

r 
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raendationa of company and b«ttallon co:nmanders.    Promotions to 

higher grades wore made by the Department of the Army, except under 

unusual circumatances which did not occur during the course or scope 

of this study. 

C.    The Pipeline^ 

The administrative process by which a replacement officer or 

enlisted man was transferred from a training center in the United 

States to his final assignment was officially designated as the 

"Pipeline". 

After induction (or enlistment) enlisted men received 16 weeks 

I of basic infantry training.    All were oiven a battery of at least 

eight aptitude tests and one /.'.eneral intelligence test.    Scores were 

recorded on individual personnel records.    Some men were screened 

out for physical defects, classified for limited duties, and assigned 

to specialised positions.    Those who were considered qualified for 

overseas duty were given written orders to report to a Port of Em- 

barkation upon completion of a leave of from ten to fifteen days. 

Upon qrrlv-O  !i+  H^-. p-i"t- ♦'-'•..' -••V.-.J, '-..•...'w^it^Llo.; for a period 

ranging from several days to a month. 

Officers joined the pipeline at the Port after a different 

initial experience.    Upon completion of their college training 

3See Figure 2,  "The Pipeline" 
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a 
Reserve Officer Training Corps officers were sent to the Basic Off- 

icers' Course at Fort Benning, Georgia for a period of three raonths. 

Then tiiey were assigned to a training station in the United States 

for initial troop duty for a period of throe /aonths to a year. Then 

they were ordered to the Port. Officer Candidate School graduates 

had been selected from applicants for the six month course after a 

period of enlisted service. They were given a similar period of 

troop duty before they were ordered to the Port for overseas duty. 

The ocean voyage to Japan lasted about two weeks. In Japan, 

they were assigned to a Replacement Depot where they awaited fur- 

ther orders. At this point some raon were assigned to units in Japan, 

while others re-joined the Pipeline at the Replacement Depot after a 

period of duty with a unit stationed in Japan. All essential indiv- 

idual combat equipment was issued at this echelon. They were given 

written orders designating the Division to which they would be 

assigned and the type of position vnconcy (or "Military Occupational 

Specialty") for which they were replacements. 

After another period of waiting they were transported by sea 

to a Replacement Depot at Inchon, Korea, where they were sorted into 

groups according to the organization specified in their orders. Then 

they travelled by rail or truck to the Division Replacement Company 

which was located at the rear echelon with all major administrative 

elements of the Division including the personnel sections of each 

IMIMM 
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regiment. They were formally welcomed to the Division by the Adju- 

tant General representing the Division Commander. They were then 

confined to a fenced enclosure until further orders were received. 

The "ahipmont" of rcplacenents was distributed to each regi- 

ment and smaller component on the basis of losses and prevailing 

strength. Each man received written orders assigning him to a com- 

pany of one of the regiments (or other elements of the Division). 

■.'("hen a group of replacements was ready to leave for their units, 

thoir names were called over a loudspeaker and they assembled for 

loading on trucks by which they were transported to the rofjimental 

service company. At this point, officers left the pipeline and 

proceeded through "command channels". Enlisted men continued the 

journey until'they reached the orderly room of the company to v;hich 

they had been assigned. 

Usually the Company Commander talked with each nan individ- 

ually. Then he told the First Sergeant the platoon to which the 

man would be assigned. The First Sergeant contacted the Platoon 

Sergeant, and a representative of the platoon came to the orderly 

room or the trailhead to pick un the new man. He would probably 

have bren assigned to tho squad with the least number of mon. 

'.Vithin the following two or three days the new man might have been 

trannferred to another squad so that an older man (in terns of ser- 

vice in the uquad) could have been moved to a more fnvored position. 

J 
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But usually the platoon to which he was initially assigned was the 

one in which he would remain while in Korea. 

Enlisted men could net estimate the duration of any personal 

contacts until they reached the company. Their written orders 

specified ttri company to which they had been assigned. Until they 

reached there, they were on a transient status. They travelled 

with men who might have been assigned to other units of the regiment 

or battalion. Officers, however, were on orders assigning them to 

the Division: they went first to the Division forward Command Post 

where transient billets were available. They were interviewed hy 

a staff officer in charge of officer acsignraenta ("G-l")> and sub- 

sequently, the Division Commander or his assistant addressed them 

in a group. Then they were assigned to a regiment, and travelled 

to the regimental command post. 

At regiment, new officers were first interviewed by the Adjutant, 

and then seen individually by the Regimental Commander. Just as the 

arrival of a new man in the platoon initiated a process of mobility, 

the assignment of a new officer to the regiment marie it possible for 

a comj)any commander or a senior p1atoon leader to move to battalion 

or regiment, and the new officer was assigned to the lowest vacancy 

thus created. The prestige of his predecessor in terms of rotation 

eligibility or riesiroability as a staff officer frequently created 

the position vacancy to which the new officer was assigned. Much 
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less frequently, the failure of his predecessor would be the deterra- 

ininß factor. Most officers did, or expected to, nove successively 

through positions as ] ^toon leader, coripany commander, or to 

battalion or regime     'dquarters or service units. 

If the new off      ained overnight at regimental headquarters 

he had supper at the officers1 aess, and was introduced to all mem- 

bers of tho regimental staff. V/hen he reached battalion headquarters 

a similar procedure was followed. At both regiment and battalion, 

the new officer was required to read the "Standard Operating Pro- 

cedures'1 and a brief history of the unit. 

The new officer v/as finally brought to the company by a staff 

officer, or returned from the battalion briefing with the company 

representative. During the first three days he remained with the 

company cvn^-Jer, learning the details of company operation. He 

did not coüriand a platoon on patrol until after he had accompanied 

a more experienced platoon leader on at least three patrols. The 

old platoon leader remained with the new officer during his first 

day with the platoon, introducing him to as many men as possible, 

i 

showing him tactical locations, and going over the platoon roster 

with a description of each man. The old platoon leader then moved 

to his new position and the new off V er was on his own. 

c 
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D. Rotation 

"Rotation" v;a3 a Department of the Army policy which required 

that men '.vho had served with units in Korea bo ^iven priority in re- 

lief over those whose positions involved relatively less hardohip 

and risk. The policy was implemented by establishing and modifying 

according to the availability of replacements, "zones" of relative 

risk or hardship, and crediting each individual with "constructive 

months of service" (commonly referred to as "points") for the period 

in which he was in a specific zone. 

The normal tour of duty in a foreign area for a Regular Army 

soldier was used as a base: three years. A soldier stationed in 

Japan would thus "rotnte11, or be röassigned to the continental United 

States when he had accumulated 36 "points": one point for each month 

of service. In Korea, the number of points varied according to the 

echelon of assignment, and the tactical employment of the unit to 

which assigned. Since most units were in fixed locations, the zones 

were administratively prescribed by geographical location rather then 

by echelon. Infantry units moved more frequently from "high point" 

to "low point'1 areas than their supporting echelons. The numbur of 

points would then vary according to the geographical zone in which 

their bivouac was located. 

Individuals assigned to units at the Army and Corps levels, and 

to Division rear echelons received 1.5 points; at the forward 
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Divisional levels, 2 pointsj at the Reßimcntal level, 3 points. 

From the Battalion level forward, individuals received k  points 

while the company was in active combat, or in regimental reserve. 

When the entire rsgiment was withdraw into Division reserve, how- 

Gvur, everyone receivod the same number of points because relative 

degrees of risk and hardship were considered insignifioant. The 

number of points were computed monthly at the Division Rear Echelon 

on the basis of directives which specified the number of points to 

which members of each unit wore entitled, 

A company roster indicating the relative standing of each man 

with reference to the number of points he had accumulated was kept 

available in the orderly roon. Although each man was aware of his 

own "points" and attempted to predict the probable date of his de- 

parture from Korea, the official roator was the determining record 

and cither confirmed or altered the individual's own conception of 

his point status. Much of the First Sergeant's activity involved 

"checking" by telephone on disputes involving the standing indicated 

on the roster, but changes were rarely made. 

?. ■ "■ /.l:.: ,:...j ....-..; wi0»iiri^ui.u wi Liio iv-^^Uu' Army unlisted men 

than for men inducted under Selective Service. The jioriod of active 

duty under Selective Service was 21 months. At least seven months 

would be consumed in the process of training and transportation 

through the pipeline, leaving a maximum possible period of 1A months 
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In Korea.    Rotation required 36 cumulative months of service, or 

"points".    Each actual month on the line was computed as four "con- 

structlvo months of service",    Hoivever,  if the Selective Service 

soldier was unable to accumulate the required number of points for 

rotation in nine months, he v/ould still be returned to the contin- 

ental Unitfid States because his term of service would have expired 

at an earlier point. 

Regular Army men had usually enlisted for longer periods.    The 

rotation maxL-nura would more frequently precede the end of his en- 

listment period if he had travelled directly from the training cen- 

ter to Korea.    The Selective Service soldier ".Viis less dependent on 

whether the company was on the line or in reserve because his terra 

of service would expire earlier.    On the other hand, the Regular 

Army soldier's period of service in Korea depended more on the oppor- 

tunities which the tactical situation provided to accunulate the 

requisite number of points. 

'Vhen tv.'o or morn .-r.on joined the company together,  tholr rota- 

tion status would be the sa.-ne as long as they remained with the 

company.    The number of points was not affected by promotions, 

awards, punishments,  transfer;*,  or any other factor than the indiv- 
I 

idual's period of service with the company or larger unit within 

the same zone of risk.    It provided every man viith an individual 

goal which could bu achieved without activities involving greater 
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risk than that to which all other nenib<?r3 of the company were exposed. 

Accumulation of points did not automatically entitle the indiv- 

idual to rotation. Relief fron his assiftnmont depended on the 

availability of replacements. The men who were rotated left in a 

group when the company was notified by a higher echelon of a "drop". 

The commander at each echelon thanked the men rotating for their 

contribution to the unit's activities. The "rotation road" was the 

reverse of the Pipeline. At the Replacement Company, men who were 

"rotating", watched and shouted at their replacements as they en- 

trucked for the journey to their old positions. 

E. Sumnary 

The major administrative policies affecting the company have 

been specified as "sentiments" because they are derived from the 

value system of the larger society. The implications of such pol- 

icies for solidarity and status groups have been indicated. 



CHAPTER III 

TIK EXTERNAL SYSTCM: ACTIVITY - 32JTERACTION 

A. Introduction 

The porfornance of all activities by the organization involves 

a systematic distribution of personnel and a scheme of coordination 

amon^ the component roles. In this chapter, the tactical environ- 

ment and the activities of the organization are described in rela- 

tion to the interaction amon/} the actors occupying the various role, 

proscribed by the Table of Organization. 

B. The Outpost1 

Thile the remainder of the Battalion continued in reserve, the 

Company v/as detached and placed under the control of another Battal- 

ion which occupied positions on the main line of resistance. As an 

additional unit, the Company was used to reconstruct and defend a 

forward outpost which was considered the most critical sector in the 

Battalion area. The outpost had earlier been subjected to heavy 

enemy artillery fire, then overrun by enemy forces. V/hen retaken, 

it had been reduced to a pile of rubble. The Company was to restore 

the outpost as a strongly fortified defensive position while exposed 
I 

to continuous enemy fire by artillery, mortars, and snipers. 

^See Figure 3, "Sketch of The Outpost" 

MBHM 
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Figure 3.    Sketch of the Outpost 
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The position consisted of a large hill, about 1000 yards from 

the main line of resistance.    A trail led from the hill to a "warm- 

ing bunker" located on the reverse slope of a hill, accessible to 

the supply route.    Each day the platoons were designated by their 

najor task.    The "working platoon" dug positions, filled sandbags, 

carried supplies forward on packboards, and erected prefabricated 

bunkers.—The "guard platoon" maintained listening posts and weapons 

positions.    A third platoon rested in the warming bunker.    All 

platoons rotated daily except the ",'eapona Platoon.    Members of that 

platoon developed and maintained their ovm positions. 

The routine and task '^nrü^nations were arran/'ed by the Company 

( Comnander when the outpost was occupied.    At that time the few pro- 

tected positions in stmtegic locations wrro occupied by the platoon 

naintainino the guard.    The working platoon attracted more hor.tile 

fire because their activity was observable to the enemy, and worked 

in unprotected positions, frequently forwnAl of the guard platoon. 

As the living bunkers were conplctcd, the nen moved out of the ves- 

tiges of the older structure:? and into the newer oney.    Each day 

marked some improvement in the position and more protection for the 

ni^ht. 

The nen on the hill ate canned rations, three times daily. The 

cans were brought forward on packboards by Korean laborers, and dis- 

tributed in an isolated and protected position on the reverse slope 

r 
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of the hill.    Platoon ser/^oanta sent representatives from each squad 

to pick up the rations for their squads.    V.hile in the waminß 

bunker, hot food was served. 

Slcepinß arrange/ncnts were determined by the task assignments 

of the platoons.    Lfcmberr, of the f.uard platoon slept near their 

positions in their own shelters.    In the ivaming bunker, fifty 

individual bunks were suspended from the ceiling in tiers of five. 

Each platoon thus changed their activity and sotting daily. 

First,  they would spend one day and night in the warning bunker, 

sleeping,  bathing, changing socks, and resting.    Before daylight 

on the foilovting morning, they noved forward the outpost and re- 

lieved the guard platoon which in turn bocans thfi working platoon. 

The working platoon then moved back to the warning bunker to rest. 

The conatant shifts prevented the company from ever becoming "settled". 

There was no opportunity to become accustomed to a fighting or living 

position, either because of the rotation of platoons or because of 

modifications in the position. 

Tne situation tended to isolate the company from a larger unit 

and members of the platoon from one another.    Detached from their 

own }3attalion, they wore uncertain of their tour on the outpost or 

the amount of support they would receive from the other companies 

if attacked.    It was impossible to communicate between positions 

•^Sco Figure A, "Photographs of the Outpost" 
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without attracting enemy flro.    Talking, smoking, or physical movement 

were activities which could bo carried on only at additional risk. 

C.    Tactical Reserve^ 

The company moved back into reserve on the night before Thanks- 

riving Day, occupying a position isolated from the Battalion bivouac. 

A large'number of bunkers had bson constructed by the unit that had 

previously occupied the area.    Those, with some tonta, were used as 

sleeping quarters.    In reserve, the company had two major missions. 

First, they were to send out patrols designated by Battalion head- 

quarters, usually oach day, passing through the lines of another 

battalion.    Thoy were,  secondly,  to send out working parties of 

platoon size to construct a reserve line of defense in a rear area. 

Intervening periods were to bo used for training. 

The "chow line" was the only activity in which the company par- 

ticipated regularly as a unit.    The platoons rotated in order of 

appearance to avoid congestion in the messing area.    The officers 

sat at a small table outside the kitchen tent,  large enough to accom- 

odate the six officers assigned to the company.    The enlisted men 

waited In line to bß served, separated by an Interval of about one 

yard.    The company commander's position at the table faced the line. 

-^>oo Figure 5,  "Sketch of the Reserve Oivouac" 
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As the men pasaed he /aade comments to those who wore unshaven or whooe 

field jackets were unbuttoned.    After boinß served on plastic traya 

the men scattered around the kitchen tent in small clusters.    When 

finished, tho-- placed their trays in stacks and v/ashed their imple- 

ments in a series of lurge cans of boiling water.    The traya were 

washed lator by Korean laborers, the company's mess attendants. 

Tho officers wore ofirved at their table by one of the native 

mc.aa attendants who also acted as their houaeboy.    Ta'olov/are con- 

sisted of porcelain plates and cups, provided in a standard "OTf- 

icers1 Ifeas Kit".    As  soon as an officer was seated the attendant 

picked up a plate and cup from the kit and broke into the serving 

line.    The conversation at the table was guarded in recognition of 

the close observation that it received from the men waiting in the 

serving line.    '.Vhen they were finished, the officers left the table 

and it was cleared by the attendant.    The company commander was 

usually the last one to arrive and rarely left the table or kitchen 

area until all of the other officers had left. 

Each platoon was assigned to a different sector of the company 

area with access to a  varying number of bunkers.    Lach of the squads 

and platoon headquarters of the Second Platoon were in separata 

bunkers.    The officers used two "-.uilor bunkers:  one (the larger of 

the two) for the Company Comnpnoer and the Executive Officer, and 

another for all other officers.    The Company Commander's bunker was 
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usually lighted by a gasoline lantorn (aa was the orderly room and 

the kitchen); the other officero' bunker was lighted In the same 

manner as the squad bunkers:  by candles.   All bunkers were heated 

at nl^ht by small Yukon stoves which burned Diesel oil.    During 

the day the stoves were extinguished to conserve oil unless the 

bunker was occupied by men who had been on patrol the night before. 

The day began at 0500.    From 0600 until 0700 breakfast was 

served (in darkness) although only a small proportion of the com- 

pany appeared.   At 0730 the platoon designated as the working de- 

tail assembled for loading in trucks.    V<hen they reached the area 

they were directed to various positions by the platoon leader where 

they dug emplacements for weapon^ and fighting bunkers.    The ground 

was frozen, the work slow and tedious, and the exertion appeared to 

foster warmth. 

At noon, the Mess Sergeant brought hot food from the kitchen 

in the bivouac area.    After the noon meal the detail continued work- 

ing until the trucks arrived at 1500 when the platoon returned to 

the bivouac area.    They v/ent immediately to their bunkers, started 

the fires, and dried clothing  until 1700 when supper was served. Some 

read letters and others wrote letters during this interval.    After 

supper mail call was held.    Representatives from each platoon picked 

up their bundle, then took it to the platoon area for distribution. 

After supper the bivouac area was dark.   The only regular source 

of light in the bunkers was candles v/hich were in chronic shortage. 
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The Company Connander personally distributed one candle to each squad 

every three days.    One candle lasted for three or four hours.    After 

the candle was ßone, flashlights might be used or the stove lid 

raisßd to expose the flame,    '.'/hen the sources of light were exhausted 

some men continued to talk in the darkness.    Before they were asleep 

the Squad Leader was called to platoon headquarters where he was 

told by the Platoon Sergeant what the detail would bo for the next 

day and in what    sequence the squad would appear in the chow line. 

After the Squad Loader returned to the bunker he told the other men 

and the day was over. 

The patrol platoon remained in the bivouac area when the working 

platoons moved out.    Shortly after breakfast, the Platoon Sergeant 
i 

would come to the Platoon Leader's bunker to make plans for the 

patrol.    They discussed the route and the objective as designated by 

the patrol order from Battalion headquarters, and selected the men 

for the patrol.    After the noon meal the members of the platoon 

selected for the patrol were assembled and given the information by 

the Platoon Leader.    The weapons were test fired.    At about 1700 

the patrol was loaded on a truck and transported to a forward assembly 

area.    From there they walked to a warming bunker to await the hour 

of departure, to sleep if ponsible, and to eat a last meal of canned 

rations. 

'.'/hen the patrol moved to the assembly area, the Company Commander 

f~ and Platoon Leader preceded the truck in a  jeep, joining the men at 

L 
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the point from which they walked to the bunker.    V/hen the patrol 

departed for the objective, the Company Commander, hia Radio Oper- 

ator, and the Artillery Forward Observer remained in the bunker, 

maintaininn contact with the patrol by a telephone line which they 

unreeled as they went forward, and by radio if the telephone wire 

failed. 

D.    Po3itj.on3 on the Line^ 

The Company Commander and Platoon Loaders went on a reconnaia- 
» 

ance with the Battalion Commander on December 7.    When they returned 

the company prepared to move out.    After supper all equipment was 

packed.    The trucks arrived after darkness and the company moved to 

positions on the line.    The trucks halted at a forward assembly 

area and the men walked to previously designated points.    There they 

were met by guides from platoons of the company to be relieved. When 

the new Platoon Leader assumed responsibility for the area, the old 

Platoon Leader telephoned the Company Commander and received instruc- 

tions to move back to the assonbly area.    VJhen all of the platoons 

of the relieving company were in place, the new Company Commander 

assumed responsibility and correspondingly telephoned the Battalion 

Commander. 

Each platoon occupied bunkers and positions constructed and 

modified over a period of several months by many previous units, 

^Gce Figure 6,  "Sketch of Positions on the Line" 
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Figure 7.    Photographs of activities on the line.    Above:  a fighting 
bunker bein^j manned at night.    Below: the "chow line" at 
breakfast. 
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The platoon sector was further subdivided into zones of responsib- 

ility for each squad. Each squad had at least one "living bunker" 

and several "fighting positions", all connected by trenches which 

were about six feet deep. Platoon headquarters was located in the 

largest bunker in the area. The company command post was located 

on the crest of a ridge along which, on the forward slope, the 

platoons were located. To the rear of the company command post, 

about one-half mile, was the trailhead where the kitchen and admin- 

istrative elements of the company were located. The trailhead was 

5 
the farthest forv/ard point to which a vehicle could be brought. 

Breakfast and supper were served in the kitchen area at the 

trailhead. At breakfast each nan picked up canned rations for the 

noon meal which'was eaten in or near their forward positions. Sup- 

plies had to be carried by riflemen to the forward positions from 

the platoon command post. Supplies were brought to that point from 

the trailhead by Korean laborers. Hence men in the platoon head- 

quarters had access to food and fuel with much less difficulty. 

The two major living problems were heat and light. Usually 

platoon headquarters exhausted the candle supply for the entire 

platoon because of frequent administrative activity there. Char- 

coal was provided in limited and inadequate quantities for heat 

^See Figure 7, Photographs of activities on the line 

4 
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but was an inefficient fuel. No other fuel vraa authorized however 

because it night have revealed tactical dispositions. Despite this 

prohibition wood was frequently used at night. 

The day on the line began at 0600 when half of each squad left 

their positions and started over their trails to the kitchen. The 

trails were slippery, led over two steep hills, and varied in dis- 

tance: for the Second Platoon, about one-half mile; for the First 

Platoon, about one mile, 'Then the snow on the trail became packed 

and discolored it was visible to the enemy and received intermittent 

mortar fire. Then alternate trails, longer and more difficult to " 

follow, had to be used. After breakfast the men returned to their 

positions and the remainder of the squad came down. Daylight found 

all men back in their positions, prepared for inspection at 0800. 

The "living bunker" was the focal point of the squad's activi- 

ties, A large living bunker would be about seven feet square. Dur- 

ing the day the entrance provided some light but cold winds usually 

required that it be closed with a blanket. It was rarely possible 

to stand erect. The stove was against an outer wall, providing a 

smoke outlet. Although the trenches made it possible to move from 

one position to another, men rarely did because an artillery barrage 

would have left them isolated from their squads. 

The major activity of the day consisted of "improving the posi- 

tions" by deepening the trenches or constructing additional fighting 

1 , 

t 
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positions. V/eapona and ammunition wore cleaned, and trash and sur- 

plus ammunition were picked up to be carried back to the trallhead 

In the evening. The guard posts wore attended throughout the day 

and night. At 0900 the Company Commander came through the positions 

with the Platoon Leader on an Inspection of tactical readiness and 

personal hygiene. Groups of two and three men would gather by small 

fires outside their bunkers after the Inspection, warming their hands 

and talking. 

At noon, all tasks ceased and the men moved into the bankers to 

eat. The cans were heated on the small charcoal stove. Each man 

took his turn heating rations on the atove lid. IVhen all had fin- 

ished eating, they continued talking until about 1330. 3omo went 

to sleep in their bunkers, others moved through the trenches on 

small Isolated tasks or looking for an isolated spot In which to read 

old letters. If a patrol v/as to go out that niöht, the members of 

the patrol were called to the platoon command post late in the after- 

noon. They went to chow enrly, assembling after dark at the desig- 

nated time and place. In the morning they were permitted to sleep 

later than the other men. 

At 0600 the squads again split up to go to "chow". Those re- 

turning last brought the mail bundle with them and it was distrib- 

uted to squad representativcj at the platoon command post. By the 

time all of the men were back in their bunkers or at their posts 

it was dark again. 
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The squads were divided into guard pairs at night. Each Amer- 

ican stood guard with his official Korean "buddy". The duration of 

the tour depended on how many men were available for Ruard in the 

squad, V/hen their tour was over the American "vent back to his 

living bunker and awakened the American of the succeeding guard 

pair. --Sometimes an hour passed before the new guard pair appeared 

for the relief. Then the old guard pair moved back to their living 

bunker. If there was still fuel they started the fire and warmed 

up water for coffee. Frequently the American read letters by the 

light of the exposed flame. Then they removed their shoes and 

( J climbed into their sleeping bags. If there was no fuel, they went 

to bed immediately. 

The men who were not on guard gathered in the living bunker 

after supper. Some men sat around the stove and light. As one moved 

forward to warm his hands, to read or write a letter, another moved 

back to the darkened periphery of the bunker. As the hours passed 

the circle changed constantly, one or two leaving for a patrol, a 

guard pair leaving or returning, a man back from his rest period in 

Japan, or a squad leader going to platoon headquarters for a meeting 

or to bring back a replacement. But a circle remained until the 

heat and the light were gone. 

E. Reserve and Retraining 

( The company was withdrawn from their positions on the line to 
f 

a retraining area on Christmas Eve. Each company of the Battalion 
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was in an adjacent area connected by a common trail. Living quarters 

in the retraining area consisted of "squad tents" to which two or 

three squads were assigned. All officers were quartered in one tent 

near the kitchen. Their meals -.vere served in the tent by the Korean 

mess attendant, so they seldom appeared in the kitchen area while 

meals were being served. At night one enlisted man stood guard at 

■:•■• 
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a point between the officers' tent and the orderly room. >; 

•'» 
During this period the entire regiment began a program of ex- \\ 

t tensive "retraining".    The program was intended to have two effects, f 

First, it was represented as a "refresher course" in basic infantry ? 

doctrine which had not been used in tactical situations or which i 
t 

had been unofficially modified by situational exigencies.    Second, j 

it was defended at regiment and higher echelons as necessary to im- 

prove "morrLe" by restoring old habits of discipline, 

Ins-w^uctional material was drawn from official "field manuals", 

and recent combat experiences were used as illustrative material. 

^ " theme that tactical doctrine was correct and more effective than 

d expedients" was stressed. Combat experiencoa were evaluated 

as auccoos or failure in terms of the degree to which they conformed 

to official tactical doctrine. 

Jhen a lecture was scheduled the men assembled on an open field 

sitting on the ground facing the instructor.    The weather during the 

^üee Fiiiure 8,  "Sketch of the Retraining Area" 
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period was very cold, and heavy winter clothing had to be worn. 

Each Platoon Leader lectured to his own platoon on some subjects, and 

to the entire company on other topics. Non-commissioned officers 

were designated to lecture on minor subjects. Each lecture continued 

for a period of about forty minutes. During the intervals between 

lectures the .men moved about the area stamping their feet and hands. 

The program also included "field problems" during which squads 

and platoons simulated tactical aituations. Although these activities 

required more physical exertion, they were participated in with much 

more enthusiasm than the lecture situations. Usually only one offi- 

cer was present during these problems} others remained in<the.company 

area preparing lecture material for subsequent classes. 

There was an increased number of status segregated activities 

during this period. The officers' tent and separate mess facilities 

have been mentioned. All of the officers of the Battalion gathered 

at least once a week for a "school" at Battalion headquarters. At 

least three officers' parties were held, two at Battalion and one at 

Regimental headquarters. Commanders and staff officers of the next 

higher echelons were always invited and usually attended these 

activities. 

Despite the close proximity of all elements of the Battalion 

there was little visiting among companies, except among porsons whose 

positions routinely permitted the establishment of such relationships. 
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Thus supply, mess, and communications peraonnel frequently visited 

persons with comparable positions in other companies, but platoon 

sergeants never did. V/ithin the company, platoon sergeants visited 

each other more than men in any other positions. V/eapons Platoon 

men visited members of other platoons more frequently than those 

visits were returned. Although there was a slight increase in inter- 

action among components of the company and of the Battalion during 

this period, both the company and the platoons remained almost as 

isolated in reserve as they had been on the line. 

The day in retraining and reserve began at 06OO when th«1 company 

was a.vakened. At 063O they assembled near the kitchen area for a 

reveille formation. One officer was dutailod to attend this forma- 

tion and to "take the report'1 that the company was "all present". 

The other officers did not rise until later. After reveille, break- 

fast was served. Then all men returned to their tents for shaving 

and to prepare the tents for inspection. At 0730 the company 

assembled again to begin the day of training. If the company was on 

a field problem during the noon meal, it was brought to them. At 

1700, the day of training was finished. After supper a retreat core- - 

mony was held with rigid formality and all officers in attendance. 

At this time the Company Commander made routine announcements, and 

presented awards or promotions to members of the company. This was 

the only routine appoarance of the Coiapany Commander before the entire 

assembled company. 
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iVhen the company moved out for training, the Company Commander 

and one or more officers remained in the bivouac area on administra- 

tive tasks. The Company Commander inspected the tenta, the surround- 

ing area, and then visited.the training areas. At any point, a com- 

mander or a staff officer from a higher echelon might arrive in the 

area. His arrival vras announced by a guard post at the entrance to 

the company area. The Company Commander was notified, and immed- 

iately went to the entrance or the location of the visitor, made a 

formal report, and then proceeded through the area with the visitor. 

After supper mail call was held. All of the men then returned 

to their tents. Usually the central activity was a card game. If 

a candle was available it was used. Men who wanted to read or write 

letters gathered near the game and the light, or shared a private 

source of lißht at another point in the tent. Other small groups 

of two or three gathered at bedsides, in the darkness, talking about 

home, their leave in Japan, or their approaching rotation. Events 

within the company or combat experiences were rare topics of dis- 

cusaion. 

On Sunday, church services were held in the morning, and were 

attended by about ten percent of the company. In the afternoon all 

men were required to participate in group athletics. Throughout 

the day, however, there were routine guard details and preparations 

for the following week of training. 
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The company carried on the training program independently, but 

there were two occasions when the company participated as an element 

of the Battalion.    Both of these were Battalion retreat parades. 

These wore the only two occasions when the Battalion Commander was 

in visual contact with the entire Battalion.    The ceremony was 

attended by a band and the Regimsntal Commander. 

F.    Summary 

Four tactical situations have been described in terms of the 

activities carried on.    The situations were:  (l) the outpost;  (2) 

tactical reserve;  (3) positions on the main line of resistance; and 
■ . I 

Xk) reserve and retraining.    A relationship is indicated between the 
f' 

i type of tactical situation, and the degree of risk,  isolation or 

contact with o'ther units of the Battalion, segregation or interaction 

between atatus groups, and the types of resources available in the 

environment for exploitation. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE INTERNAL SYSTEM: INTERACTION - SEJJTIMENT 

A. Introduction 

. The coordination of the activities of the company with the 

larger organization, and cooperation among the actors in the various 

roles, involves the values of the larger society, a body of technical 

knowledge, and operational procedures. These have been described in 

the preceding chapter. In this chapter, the actors are described 

and factors are specified which affected the performance of the 

various roles. 

B. Company Headquarters 

The major actors in company headquarters wore the Company Com- 

mander (Lieutenant A), the Executive Officer (Lieutenant B, and 

later, Lieutenant C), the Unit Administrator (Wr. F, a Warrant Off- 

icer), and the First Sergeant (Master Sergeant Abel). This section 

also included the Mess, Supply, and Communications Sergeants, but 

these men rarely had significant contacts with the platoons. They 

functioned primarily as administrative aides to the Company Com- 

mander, left the company area frequently, drew supplies from non- 

commissioned officer peers at rear echelons, and were seldom in- 

cluded in discussions with the platoon sergeants. 

^See Figure 9, "The Organization of the Company" 
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The activities of the company headquarters group were usually 

confined to the Orderly Roora, except for the Company Commander. The 

First Sergeant was there most consistently, and In the reserve phase 

the Company Commander and the Kxocutlve Officer also conducted much 

of their business in the Orderly Room, In addition to these persons, 

two or three others were usually present; the Company Clerk, the Kail 

Clerk, and two or more mesaengers or "runners'* (usually men whose 

rotation was imminent or who were on some medically limited status). 

All of the enlisted men lived in the Orderly Room tent or bunker, 

while the ofricers were only present during the day. During the day 

the Orderly Room was a scene of intense activity, but after the off- 

icers had left, it resembled the other bunkers in the company area. 

One difference was that the Orderly Room, like the Company Commander's 

bunker, the Kitchen, and the Supply Room, had a gasoline lantern 

rather than candles for illumination. 

Among the company headquarters group, the First Sergeant had 

been the first assigned (in May), He had moved up from a position 

as Platoon Sergeant, and most of his contacts in the company v/ore 

with Platoon Sergeants, There was always tension in his contacts 

with the Company Commander. In discussions with the Platoon Ser- 

geants ha often mentioned how the company had changed since Lieuten- 

ant A had taken over. He consistently supported the Platoon Ser- 

geants in critical comments about the Company Commander. The other 
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enlisted men assigned to the Orderly Room had been selected by the 

First Sergeant. They consistently supported him in his attitude 

toward the Company Commander. 

From the perspective of the men in the platoons, the Orderly 

Room men were considered "sissies". The First Sergeant was fre- 

quently referred to as "Mother Abel", and the clerks as his "boys". 

On Christmas Eve, the Third Platoon sent a messenger to the Orderly 

Room with a box of candy addressed to the "teatless '/AC's of the 

Orderly Room". The feminine stereotype was reinforced by the sharp 

difference between their living conditions, and activities, and 

that of the men in the platoons, 

« 

C. Company Officers 

There wore five officers in the company when the study began. 

The Company Commander had the most combat experience, extending from 

service as an enlisted man in T,7orld 'Var II. The Korean Conflict 

was the first combat experience for all of the others. Lieutenants 

A and E were graduates of the Infantry Officer Candidate School. 

Lieutenants 13, C, and D were co/nmissioned from the Reserve Officers 

Training Corps and were college nraduates. Lieutenant A had less 

than a high school education while Lieutenant E had completed two 

years of college before enlisting. Lieutenant A was almost ten years 

older than the other officers, who were all between 22 and 23 years 

of age. 
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In terms of servico with the company. Lieutenant B naa the 

senior officer.    He had been assigned in June,    Lieutenants C and D 

were assigned in Außust, and Lieutenant E in September,    Mr, F 

Joined the company in October.    Lieutenant A, the Company Commander, 

was assigned late in November, as the study began. 

The expected mobility pattern among the company officers was 

for rifle platoon leaders to move successively through the positions 

of Weapons Platoon Leader, Executive Officer, and Company Commander. 

This pattern was followed only in the final phase of the study. It 

was violated repeatedly initially.    Lieutenant A was assigned from 

a Battalion headquarters staff section, although the company Execu- 

( tive Officer was his senior by date of rank.    Then when Lieutenant B 

was transferred to Battalion headquarters to await rotation, the 

Company Commander appointed Lieutenant C (First Platoon Leader) as 

Executive Officer rather than Lieutenant D (V'eapono Platoon Leader). 

In the final phase, as new officers were assigned, the pattern was 

followed: Lieutenant D became Executive Officer when Lieutenant C 

rotated, and Lieutenant K succeeded Lieutenant D as 'Yeapons Platoon 

Leader, f 

The Company Commander tended to isolate himself from social 

activities with the other officers in the bunker,    '.'/lien he was absent 
i 

from the bunker his behavior was evaluated.    Lieutenant E was most 

critical.    Lieutenant C was outspoken in his criticism while the 

Company Commander was present but defended htm in his absence. 
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Lloutcnant A depended on Lieutenant C aa a link with the platoon 

leaders.    Lieutenants C and E interacted nost frequently as a pair. 

Although V.r. F and Lieutenant D interacted with each other aore than 

with anyone olse, both tended to remain neutral.    Lieutenant D spent 

the least amount öf ti-ne with the other officers and most of his tine 

in the'platoon area.   Mr, F spent most of his tl^e in the officers1 

bunker or tent, in the supply or kitchen tent, or tho Orderly Room. 

Bot!: Lieutenant D and Ur, F wore Negro, 

D,    Lfombors of the Second Platoon 

At the beginning of the study there were 30 enlisted men and 

one officer in the platoon.    Of the 31 persons, only 21 remained when 

the study was completed in March.    The Platoon Loader (Lieutenant D) 

as a Second-Lieutenant; the Platoon Sergeant was a Sergeant (two grades 

below the grade stipulated for his position).    There were two Corporals 

(the Assistant Platoon Sergeant and the i'/eapons Squad Leader).    The 

remaining 27 members of the platoon were Privates First Class or 

Privates. 

If all members of the platoon had the grades atipulated for thoir 

positions there would have been one Master Sergeant, four Sergeants 

First Class, three Sergeants, five Corporals, and thirty-four Privates 

First Claas or Privates, for a total strength of A6 enliat«J men and 

one officer.    The actual strength of the platoon was Augmented by nine 

Korean soldiers, for a total actual strength of 39 man. 
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* 
Figure 9.    The Organization of the Company 
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The Platoon Sergeant (Sergeant Alex) was the oldest member of 

the platoon (age 36).   Ninety percent of the men (including the 

Platoon Leader) were 23 years of age or less.    Sixty-one percent 

were in the age group from 21 to Iß years.    Two other exceptional 

cases (in addition to the Platoon Sergeant) were Private Bart (Squad 

Leader, Istjsquad) and Private Caro (Assistant Squad Leader, 2nd 

Squad).    These men were respectivnly 28 and 26 years of age.    The 

age distribution of the platoon is thus a homogeneous one, a span 

of only five years including 87 percent of the members, as indicated 

in Table 1 below. 

TABLE 1 

AGF; DISTRIBUTION OF THE SECOND PLATOON 
(N = 31) 

AGE FHE4UF.MGY 
18 1 
19 5 
20 5 
21 8 
22 6 
23 3 

26 1 * 

28 1 

38 1 

In period of service with the company, members of the platoon 

ranged ovor a period of nine months at. the time the study began. Two 

( i men wero nreaent then who had been assigned in March, 1952. In May, 
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one more man was assigned, and in June, four men. The composition 

of the platoon by dates of assignment and departure are presented in 

Table 2, below. 

TABLE 2 

PLATOON COMPOSITION BT MONTH OF ASSIGNMENT 
AND DEPARTURE 

N 

Year and Month; Mumbor of : Number of Men 
:     Men :        Departing 
; Assigned    ; 

1952: March 2 
April 
May 
Juno 

0 
1 
k 

July 
AURUSt 
Seoteraber 

h 
1 
3 

October 6 
November 5 
December 3 3 

1953: January 
February 
torch 

0 
9 
1 

k 
2 
1 

TOTALS Jl 10 

E. Eatablishing the Buddy Relationship 

Participation in a combat event was considered the basic factor 

in establishing a "buddy relationship" in interviews with 20 or 66 

percent of the thirty members of the platoon. Four net as replace- 

ments on the way to the company, two were sponsors of the men they 

chose, four men chose their sponsor. Five men picked the buddy for 

his tactical proficiencyj fiv« others chose the buddy because they 
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had participated in some recent combat event together.   These fac- 

tors are considered an "integrative mode" in the sense that they are 

oriented toward establishing a more intimate relationship with the 

social system. 

Another mode of establishing a buddy relationship may be des-, 

cribed as "isolating".   Such factors were expressed by six men (20 

percent.   Four chose buddies because of an ethnic identity (Hawaiian 

and Porto Rican).    Two asserted that their membership in a minority 

service component (Regular krmy) was the basis upon which they chose 

one another to the exclusion of others.    These choices based on an 

Identity of individual attributes tended to isolate the pairs from 

other elements of the social system.    A common characteristic of 

such pairs was the expression of conflict relations with persons who 

lacked the isolating attribute.   The two Hawailans objected to being 

mistaken for Korean soldiers, and the two Regular Army men thought 

that their motivation to fi/iht was limited by tactical dependency on 

men who had less motivation. 

The integrative mode of establishing the buddy relationship la 

characterized by such stateraonts as the following; 

"I was in a bunker when we got a direct hit but he 
stuck with the gun and wouldn't leavo it as long as it would 
fire.    That's when he became a buddy,    I know that ho would 
stay with me no matter what happened." (Corporal Earl, re- 
ferring to Private Egan) 

f 
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Private East, In roferring to a buddy who had been wounded and 

evacuated, said: 

"'.'.'e came up on the hill together. He never got much mall 
so I let him read mine. Then I got him to write to ray little 
sister, and he got more mail from her than I did. That nuide us 
feel that vje v/ore part of the same family. He always seemed to 
be picking up things that I lost." 

Private Dail, referring to Private Dion, said: 

"He's a guy you can depend on and trust - let him read 
your letters or tell him things that you wouldn't trust with 
other people. We both came from small towns, I feel more 
confident when Dion is around. I know that he can stand up 

in combat, but I don't think that it would make much differ- 
ence if one of use fell down; we'd be buddies anyway." 

The "isolating mode" is characterized by the following statement 

from one of the two Regular Array men who choso each other: 

"I buddy around with Dodd and don't have much to do with 
the others. I was a jumper and belonged to a first rate out- 
fit - all R.A. In this outfit, all.they're interested in is 
points and going home. If an It. A. has nothing but draftees 
around him he'll begin to think the same way as they do. But 
if there are other R.A.'s around, he's proud of it." 

The three Hawaiians and one Porto Rican were the only members 

of their ethnic groups in the platoon. However, one of the Hawaiians 

and the Porto Rican were chosen by at least one other member of their 

squads as a buddy. Furthermore, of the 16 Regular Army men in the 

platoon, only two used this attribute as distinguishing them from 

other members of the platoon. There were four Negroes in the Platoon 

but only one choice was based on this attribute. Thus there appears 

to bo little consensus in the degree to which these attributes were 

considered significant by other merabcrs of the platoon. 
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Four members of the platoon (10 porcent) indicated no buddy 

choices.    One was the Platoon Sergeant whose age and position re- 

stricted his interaction among members of the platoon as well as 

peers in other elements of the company.    Another was Cole, a Regu- 

lar Army airborne soldier, who had been transferred to the company 

after release from the stockade in Japan,    A third was unable to 

designate any-one person as a buddy, and considered all members of 

hisequad as standing in that relation to him.    The last v/as a Negro 

ammunition bearer, who was also unchosen. 

F.    Maintaining the Buddy Relationship 

The twenty members of the platoon who made "integrative" choices 

exprcGsod four major themes as necessary to maintain the buddy rela- 

tionship.    Eight stated that the buddy had to be a person in whom he 

could confide, and to whom he could talk about anything that came to 

mind.    Six required the buddy to be a person who "would not change 

his mind about me, even if I should bug out".    Pour said that a buddy 

had to "share everything that he has or knows with me".    Two said 

that a buddy should "know what to do in a tight spot so that I can 

depend on him. 

The single themeexpressed by men who made isolating choices was 

chat "wo are more alike as individuals than other members of the pla- 

toon.    As noted previously, these men wer« two Hawaiiahs> a Porto 

Rican, a Negro, and two Regular Army men.    Pour men made no buddy 

choices. 

J 
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G.    Authority and Buddies 

The selection of a man to fill a position as Squad Leader or 

Platoon Sergeant always threatened the solidarity of the person 

selected with the men he had considered buddies.    First, the selec- 

tion was always dependent on the approval or decision of a member 

of the superior status group.    Second, the position required more 

frequent interaction with the members of that status group.    And 

third, in order to perform his role with even a minimum degree of 

effectiveness, the selected man had to violate some of the sentlinents 

of,the group from which he had been selected. 

When Bart was made Squad Leader over Baum who had been with the 

'( platoon five months longer, Bart denied any deviance from the senti- 

ments- of the group.    He said: 

"Some of the men think that Lieutenant ft was partial 
to me when he gave me the Job instead of Baum, but I feel 
the same way about him that they do.    Most of the time he's 
just 'Joe College', doesn't want to take responsibility 
for anything, and gets rattled easily." 

The position-could be used to reinforce the new leader's solid- 

arity with the group, but restricted his interaction with a specific 

buddy.    Camp (Squad Loader, 2nd Squad) said: 

"You've got to make every man in the squad your buddy 
in order to get things done.    You've got to get down and 
work with them and get them to feel that they can depend on 
you to stick by them.    But I can never show that one man is 
my buddy because a lot of guys may thing that I'm a buddy." 

But Chap, who was Camp's assistant Squad Leader, indicated hov» 

the solidarity of Camp forced him to avoid or to pass on to others, 

the use of the authority in his position.    Chap stated: 
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"Camp had me do all of the dirty work.    I had to get 
the oil and rations.    He had to give me the orders instead 
of tolling thera himself.    So the men got sore at rae instead 
of him.    All he v/as interested in was being a nice guy«" 

Positions belov/ that.of Squad Leader were more likely to be 

regulated by the Squad Leader himself, or by members of the squad 

collectively.    In the selection of an automatic rifleman, Dail said; 

"We usually pick the automatic rifleman as assistant   * 
Squad Leader, and I can pick my own automatic rifleman. 
He's got to be dependable and take good care of the weapon 
because some day everyone in the squad may depend on how 
it works.    So after you've used it for a while you begin 
to feel like you're taking care of the whole squad, just 
like the Squad Leader." 

Changes among Squad Leaders, caused by rotation or replacements 

vdth a higher grade than any other member of the squad, frequently 

disturbed the mobility pattern described by Dail.    A member who had 

been assigned to the platoon in October (Crura) stated; 

"I've seen lots of guys join the platoon and take over 
jobs that I had worked for.    I was automatic rifleman for a 
while,  then a new Squad Leader came along and took mo off. 
It happens that way all the time.    You work for one Squad 
Leader for a long time and think that you're getting ahead, 
then he's rotated and you have to start all over again." 

H.    Devlnnco and Buddies 

The buddy relationship was a mechanism of social control, in- 

fluencing activities in the external system in two ways.    First, 

it enforced compliance with those elements of the external system 

that operated to protect the relationship, or to minimize risk to 

both actors.    Secondly, it tended to neutralize those elements of 
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the external system that threatened the relationship, or increased 

risk to either actor. The polar stereotypes of the "dud" and the 

"hero" express the sentiments which wore utilized in social control. 

The "dud" was the symbol for deviance in the external system. 

He was described as a person wh ^ could not be depended on to per- 

form effectively in an emergency, or who lacked the capacity to 

share the activities of the platoon or squad. From the perspective 

of the group he refused to participate because the activity in- 

volved risk for himself, as an individual, without reference to the 

collectivity. Chronic sickness was one attribute of the dud. Dodd 

who went on sick call frequently for "flat feet", attempting to 

gfit transferred to the Battalion headquarters oonpany as a driver 

sa id: 

rSince I got the light duty slip I haven't been able 
to get along with the other men. They Just rip you up 
and down when you get out of something that they have to 
do. They say that I'm a dud because I juot sit around 
and keep warm while they're out on the lino freezing. But 
I just tell them that I love it. I'll be transferred back 
to Battalion before long, and if it wasn't for that I 
wouldn't be able to stand their guff much longer." 

When a man couldn't maintain a place in the activities of the 

Squad he was designated as a "dud". Getting packages from home 

and distributing them, having common experiences, and being willing 
i 

to share the risks were resources used in maintaining one's role 

in the Sq;\ad, There were two ways of being designated a "dud". 

The first was a result of chronic oick call attendance, like Dodd. 
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Similarly, Private Camp described how Private Crun's sick call attend- 

ance affected his activities in the squad: 

"When a man goes on sick call a lot, he misses out on 
things that happen to the squad.    Then when he comes back he 
can't talk about it as if he had been with ua.    '.Vhen he's 
gone someone else has to take his place, and that means more 
work for everyone else and no sweat for him.    'Then he does 
come back, if the;doctor didn't do anything for hira, the guys 
think that he's been aping off.      Crum just can't get close 
to the guys any more, but he doesn't care because he has so 
many points and will rotate soon." 

In contrast, the terra "hero" described a person who defied risk 

as a limitation on his role behavior, thus increasing the risk for 

all mutually dependent members of the group, but especially the buddy 

whose relationship to the actor entailed an implicit obligation to 

follow.    The "hero" was a symbol that operated to neutralize the 

pressures from the external system that threatened the buddy rela- 

tionship or increased the risk to either actor.    Private Baum des- 

cribed a hero in these terms: 

"A guy who is just trying to show that he's not scared, 
and sometimes trying to showup the other follows.    He's not 
braver.    You shouldn't stick your neck out unless you have 
to.    If someone gives mo an order, we'll do it but we aren't 
going to take any unnocessary chances.    If a guy gets a 
modal for doing his job it's O.K.    But if he's taken a 
chance or exposed his men, he's no hero because he's made it 
more risky for everyone." 

The relationship between the "dud'^nd the "hero" was stated by 

Private Dail, who said: 

"The hero is a kind of dud.    Ha talks big when he's 
back here, but up there he doesn't even do his own job 
well.    There aren't many guys who really want to be a hero; 
they just becor.o one accidentally.'• 
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Private Sock ras afraid of boia;; conaidorod a  "horo'1 bacause he 

v.'as a Rogiilar Army •;oldier, and honcu, asnuiaod to he more likely to 

attempt to conform vj.th the ideal imgo of tb.13 soldi<";r an ap.grossivo 

in combat,    HG said: 

"A squad leader viho takes as little risk as possible is 
ßoing to toko better care of his squad.    I Rot kidbd a lot 
about being Regular Arny, but it goes the other way too. 
V'e'rc all over here for the same thing.    A Regular Army man 
usually irsn't married,  uo ha may bo mure v/iliing  to take 
risks.    But that's not for me. 

Tv;o other attributes commonly associated with the  "hero" stereo- 

typo v.ere officer status, and official av/ards.     In reference to the 

first attribute. Corporal Bart recalled that Lieutenant K had been 

"tagged" aa a  "hero" v.'hon he first came to the company, and said: 

"After chow one day '.ve wore talking about a man who 
got killed.    Lieutenant K said 'V.'ell, he got the Silver 
Star, didn't he?1    That left a bitter taste in our mouths 
for a long tine because we thought that he was  'gung ho' 
and would want to make himself a hero by using us." 

VJith respect  to the second attribute,  Corporal Earl (Squad 

Leader, 'Veapona Squad) was the only man who had been decorated. 

Bait mentioned again: 

"Sergeant Alex (platoon Sergeant) was calling Karl out 
of his bunker to give him orders every five minutes.    Earl 
objected and Sergeant Alex    cslled him  'our little hero' 
because ho got the 3ron«e Star on Sandbag Castle,    Earl pot 
mad and said that ho hadn't asked for it;  they gave it to 
him.    He told ne that he wiahed  chat he'd been someplace else 
wh«n it happened.    I've been on every patrol the platoon has 
over pulled,  not because I like it,  but only becauso it's my 
job while  I'm over hex'«." 
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Private Dean differentiated between "motivation" and "capacity" 

to participate in the required activities of the squad as the dis- 

tinctive attribute of the "dud".    He stated: 

"A dud is a guy who won't do it.    Some Ruys can't take 
this combat stuff, but they're not duds.    L'aybe he's too small 
or weak or Jumpy.   Dick is like that.   He doesn't eat this com- 
bat stuff up any more than I do, but he's smart at a lot of 
things.    There are a lot of things that he can't do but he's 

*riö duds"- 

The most extreme form of deviance was "bugging-out": deserting 

the field and leaving one's buddy to continue the fight, alone or 

with others.    The significance of bugging-out was that it diminished 

the deserted buddy'3 chances of survival.   Private Dean said: 

"I always wanted to shoot the guy who bulged out on me, 
and I would anybody hut my buddy, Dion.    Lots of times 
fellovis do things when they're scared that they don't do at 
any other time.    But I don't like to think of that happening." 

Of the 26 men who made buddy choices in the platoon, 20 stated 

that even if the buddy should bug out, they would remain "buddies" . 

without any change in the relationship.    Of the remaining six men, 

three stated that they weren't sure that it would make a difference, 

while three also stated that it would break the relationship. 

I.    Mobility and Buddies 

A major distinguishing fader among the members of the platoon 

was the length of common service in the platoon.    Members frequently 

referred to the "old men" or the "new men".    A similar period of 

service usually corresponded with a mutuality of combat experiences. 
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Private Bock (Ist Squad) stated: 

'Hhcn I Joined the squad 3aum vias it. HOM he's the 
only one viho -«as v/ith us at Sandbag Castle. 'Ve depend on 
each other. I don't think that he would büß out, but if 
he did, it viouldn't make rauch difference. The only thing 
that would break us up would be if one of us vias killed or 
left the company. Bell has been buddying with us but he's 
still a new man and hasn't been through any of the things 
that 3aum and I have been through." 

In the Jeapons Squad, Corporal Earl stated; 

"I was in the 1st Squad when I made ay first buddy. 
Then he was wounded. I was sent to the Command Post to 
get hira. V/o were both new guys, and it's easier for two 
new guys to buddy than to get in with the old ones. The 
first fe/j nights we pulled Listening Posts together. We 
were so close that we would read each other's letters. 
That way we got to feel that we were in the same family. 
I think that what really made us buddies, though, vtas 
that we were new men together." 

The influence of "seniority" in the establishment of the 

buddy relationship is also evident in the degree to which sponsor- 

ship affected the choice of a buddy. Three men selected Camp 

,(Squad Leader, 2nd Squad) as their buddy after he had sponsored 

them in the combat role. For example. Clay said: 

"Gamp introduced me to everyone in the squad, and 
stayed with me that night because I was a new man. He 
told me a lot about each man in the squad, about the 
Chinese and their tricks. Then he told me that there 
would be days when we would feel like brothers, other 
days that we would hate each other, bdt that feeling that 
way was all Just part of the Job." 

In two other cases, the sponsor selected the new man as his 

buddy. For example, Dean who had chosen Dion, said: 
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"From the first time that I saw Dion on Sandbag Castle 
I liked him. That night I volunteered to take his place on 
the Listening Post because he was a little Jumpy. I wasn't 
being a hero - I just felt that I'd rather go myself than 
let someone go who was jumpy. Now no natter what happened 
he'd still be my buddy." 

J. Summary 

The factors involved in the internal organization of the 

Company have been described. The general characteristics of the 

members of Company Headquarters, the company officers, and the mem- 

bers of the Second Platoon, have been indicated. The sentiments in- 

volved in various aspects of the buddy relationship have been speci- 

fied, and their influence oo such aspects of the external system as 

(K authority, deviance, and mobility have been indicated. 
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Figure 10.    Mail Call: A Photograph 
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CHAPTf» V 

THE INTERNAL SYSTEM: SEKTBffitIT - ACTIVITY 

A, Introduction 

The sentinenta developed as one result of the interaction be- 

tween actors is expressed in activities which are either independent 

of the activitie's required by the external system or imposed on such 

activities. In this chapter, sentiments are opecified which influ- 

ence the relationships between the two major status groups, and whih 

further affect the external activity of the company. 

( B. Relations with Higher Echelons 

Personal contacts between the Company Commander and officer« of 

higher levels were limited to inspection visits, principally by the 

Battalion Coomander, once every two or three days. On other rare 

occasions, the Company Commander was called to the Battalion head- 

quarters. Except for those contacts, the company was isolated from 

any formal or informal personal relationships with persons at higher 

echelons. There were two routine activities, however, by which com- 

munication was maintained. 

First, the "briefing" was a morning meeting of the Battalion 

Commander, his staff, and representatives of all of the companies. 

Before the briefing began, the Battalion Commander called the roll 

by unit. At this meeting, orJers from higher echelons were given 

■' 
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verbally to the company representatives. Then the Battalion Coranander 

viould comment on the state of training, the police of the area, or 

other factors that had come to his attention on inspection tours. The 

company representative vias responsible for explaining any delinquency, 

or explaining the comments to his company commander. Each company 

evaluated its standing in relation to thö Battalion Commander by the 

frequency and importance of the comments made at the briefing. The 

briefing thus took on the additional function of a medium of evalu- 

ation. 

Another channel of communication was by written reports, all 

of which were signed by the Company Commander. Such reports were of 

two general types. One was the "administrative report", such as the 

Morning Report, grade status report, or officer duty ansignm^nt re- 

port. Another tjpe was the "compliance report" which required the 

certification of the Company Comraander that a specific directive had 

been complied with. The compliance reports were usually involved in 

matters of fire prevention, or disciplinary action taken in response 

to a üelinquency reported by a higher echelon. 

Both types of reports passed through the appropriate staff sec- 

tion, and if routine, no significant comments were made, \.lnen an un- 

usual event was recorded, or were grossly in error, they were brought 

to the attention of the Battalion Commander and discussed publicly at 

the briefing. 

' 
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C. Interaction Between Status Groups 

The Company Commander had assumed command of the company over 

an officer who was his senior by date of rank. He interpreted this 

breach of the establiahed mobility pattern of company officers to in- 

dicate that the Battalion CommamiGr wanted him to change "the way 

that things were being run." Another officer had commanded the com- 

pany between Lieutenant A and a Caotain X; Lieutenant A's immediate 

predeceasor had not exerted much influence on the company. It was 

the company as it had existed under Captain X that the older men 

remembered as "the old company". 

Tactical» reserve. The company moved off the outpost and into 

the reserve bivouac seven days after Lieutenant A had become company 

commander. The first nißht in bivouac he permitted the men to drink 

all of the beer that they wanted so that they could "let off steam". 

Then he attempted two major changes. First, he attempted to break 

down the patterns of behavior characteristic of the "old Company". 

These had provided a wide area of freedom for each platoon and a min- 

imum of surveillance by company headquarters. The First Sergeant 

and Platoon Sergeants had been given a maximum amount of responsib- 

ility. Secondly, he tried to alter the prevailing attitudes toward 

property. 

The first opportur.ity to demonstrate these changes was in a 

meeting with the non-commissioned officers which he arranged on the 

MMM^M 
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second day in the reserve bivouac. The Platoon Leaders were not 

notified of the meeting and none attended. 

The Company Commander began the meeting by reading off a liat 

of things that he had "found wrong" viith the company since he had 

assumed command. After reading the list he asked for "any comments 

or complaints that you may have". Sergeant Y (Platoon Sergeant, 

'.Veapons Platoon) stated that his men had insufficient time for shaving 

and cleaning up their bunkers before they had to fall out for company 

duty. The Company Comvinrier responded that henceforth the company 

would get up at 0515 instead of 0600, and "that shoüd give them 

enough time". 

Later in the meeting the "ess Sergeant indicated that the kit- 

chen maintained a fifty gallon drum of hot water from which any man 

could draw water for shaving. None of the Platoon Sergeants knew of 

this facility. Sergeant Y then referred to his earlier complaint 

and explained that with hot water thus available, an earlier rising 

time would be unnecessary. The men would not have to wait until 

daylight to heat shaving water without violating blackout regulations. 

The Company Commander stated that Sergeant Y should have thought of 

that sooner, and that his original order would stand until the men 

had demonstrated that they could clean up in time. 

Toward the close of the meeting, the Company Commander said that 

the bunkers and areas would be inspected by the Battalion Kxecutivo 

Officer on the following day. Sergeant Alex then mentioned some of 
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the difficulties that his platoon had encountered in building a 

latrine.    They had been unable to get a hamaor from the supply 

room and the box had to be hammered together with a stone.    The Com- 

pany Commander answered this complaint with a comment that they 

would encounter many difficulties in Korea, and that it was the 

duty of-the Platoon Sergeant to show the men how to overcome such 

obstacles. 

During the meeting the Platoon Sergeants attracted each other's 

attention and communicated by sneers or head-shaking.    They were in 

opposite corners of the room with their Squad Leaders clustered 

around them.    The Squad Leaders whispered among themselves,  and to 

their Platoon Sergeants, but rarely to a Squad Leader of another 

Platoon.    The First Sergeant stared at the floor throughout the 

meeting. 

In dealing with the Platoon Sergeants, the moat significant 

position was that of the First Sergeant.    Most of the routine activity 

of the company was initiated through him.    The Company Commander 

rarely contacted the Platoon Sergeants directly.    Whenever any 

activity was initiated, the orders were communicated in one of two 

ways.    If the First Sergeant initiated it, he called the Platoon Ser- 

geant who then transmitted the instructions through each of the Squad 

Leaders who were called to the platoon command post to receive them. 

If the Company Commander initiated the action, he either notified 

the First Sergeant, who then used the Platoon Sergeant system, or he 
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notified th« officers.   When the Platoon Leaders complied with the 

order (usually a tactical activity), or initiated an action of their 

ovm, they called their Squad Leaders together.    The one exception 

to this was the patrol.    Then the Platoon Leader and the Platoon 

Sergeant would plan the patrol by themselves, but later the Platoon 

Leader always gave the patrol order to the assembled members of the 

patrol. 

In order to^control the position of First Sergeant, the Company 

Commander avoided the complications created by the loyalty of the 

First Sergeant to the "old company" of Captain X. The Table of 

Organization had previously been modified by Captain X to withdraw 

some men from the platoons and givo them specialist details in com- 

pany headquarters.    The most important of these "extra" positions 

was the "Field First Sergeant", a position used in training centers 

when the regular First Sergeant remains in the company area while 

the Field First Sergeant manages the company in the training areas. 

Under tactical conditions there is no provision for this position. 

But the Company Commander used the Field First Sergeant to initiate 

action with the Platoon Sergeants while the First Sergeant was in- 

creasingly confined to administrative and clerical duties in the 

orderly room. 

The second ma.jor change attempted was in attitudes toward 

property.    Vrtien the equipment was checked after moving off the out- 

post many men were without packs,  bayonets, sleeping bags, and even 

N 
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rifles.    The Company Commander had taken over the property accounts 

from his predecessor without an Inventory because the former Company 

Commander had been wounded and immediately evacuated. 

Officially, there were three kinds of property in the company, 

all of which wore governed by specific regulations.    The first type 

was "company property", and included all equipment shared by two or 

more men.   Crew-served weapons, tents, stoves, and armored vests 

were company property, and the Company Commander was financially re- 

sponsible for the items. 

When company property was lost, a "Report of Survey" was init- 

V iated, passed through command channels, and required an investigation 
( 

by an officer from a higher echelon.    Usually the invcotlgating off- 

icer determined that the property was lost without negligence.    The 

Company Commandar was then excused from responsibility and replace- 

ment items were issued.    Loss frequently, the investigating officer 

found the Company Commander responsible because of inadequate super- 

vision of the supply accounts, lack of good Judgment in utilization 

of property, or "poor leadership" because the men abandoned property 

wantonly.    An Army-wide program of "cost-consciousness" was carried 

on in all units, and officers were graded on their efficiency reports 

with respect to their effectiveness in conserving property. 

A second type of property was designated as "Individual Equip- 

ment".    This included clothing, individual weapons, and other items 

( issued by the government but used personally.    The individual accepted 
( 
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financial responsibility for these items when he initialled a form 

on which they were listed.    Company property could be made individual 

equipment by listing it on this form and requiring a subordinate 

(such as a Platoon Leader,  Platoon Sergeant, or Squad Leader)  to 

sign for it,       • 

When individual equipment was lost, or could not be accounted 

for, the Company Commander initiated a "Statement of Charges" which 

made an enlisted man financially responsible for the loss.    This re- 

port did not pass through command channels.   After signature by the 

responsible individual and the Company Commander, it was sent to the 

Personnel Officer at the Division rear echelon where the amount was 

deducted from the enlisted man's pay.    If the officer was responsible 

for the equipment, however, a Report of Survey would have been 

required. 

A third type of property was individually owned "personal" items. 

This type Included watches, cameras, or contents of packages from 

home.    Bulky items were stored in a locked duffel bag in the supply 

tent.    Other items were carried by the man or left in his bunker. The 
i 

only protection for such property when left unguarded was the honor 

of every person who had access to it.    The term "stealing" referred 

exclusively to this type of property, and formal and informal sanc- 

tions were applied with equal severity when the thief was caught. 

But usually the thief was not caught, nor the property recovered. 
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Although the external system, by the administrative rules de- 

signed to regulate the handling of property and fixing the respon- 

sibility for its disposition and use, designated three types of 

property, the sentiments of the internal system referred to only 

two types: government and personal.    While the severe sanctions of 

the external system were supported and reinforcel when applied to 

personal property, they were ignored or evaded by activities and 

sentiments of the internal system when applied to government 

property.    These distinctions are indicated by three events. 

In a first event, the Company Commander initiated a Report of 

Survey to cover the losses which were apparent after his first in- 

ventory.    He was not held responsible because the items were con- 

sidered lost pripr to his assumption of command.    This would have 

made his predecessor responsible, but the missing items were made 

up by the Supply Sergeant through "scrounging transactions" within 

the Battalion and at more remote echelons.    To prevent further losses 

the Company Commander then initiated a plan of checking the individual 

equipment of four men each day and requiring them to sign a Statement 

of Charges for the missing items.    Individuals were made responsible 

for all of the company property .under their supervision.    Although 

the Company Commander was thus relieved of financial responsibility, 

it was also possible for him to make up the property losses by a 

method which avoided command channels. 
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In a second event, a Jeep trailer was "lost" from the company 

area.    The evidence indicated that someone from another unit had en- 

tered the company area, attached the trailer to another vehicle, and 

driven off.    A Report of Survey vras prescribed for such a loss, but 

the outcome of the investigation could not be easily predicted.    The 

trailer.jahould have been under guard.    Another guard at the entrance 

to the company area had failed to note the trailer being removed by 

a "stranger".    Jeeps and trailers entered and left the company area 

frequently during the day.    Members of the guard detail viere drawn 

from the platoons, and they were rarely acquainted with the men of 

company headquarters who were in charge of the Jeeps.    Under such 
» 

conditions, the removal of the trailer was not difficult. 

The missing trailer was reported to the Provost Marshal by the 

Company Commander as a "theft".    But the Provost Marshal was unable 

to take any action to recover it.    It would have been necessary to 

check every unit in the division area using trailers, end such action 

was considered futile because the identification on the trailer had 

probably been changed immediately.    Furthermore, although thefts 

were frequently reported, government property was rarely recovered 

from another unit which was using the propertly legitimately. 

In this case, the Company Commander was faced with a onoice of 

initiating a Report of Survey, or of utilizing the internal system 

in which the Supply Sergeant participated.    Since the loss of the 

'V- trailer, which was ordinarily parked near the supply tent, also 

( 
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implicated the Supply Sergeant, he was given permission to "find the 

trailer". He returned to the company area late that night with a 

new trailer. 

Although the Company Commander was dependent on appropriate 

status symbols for effective action in the external system, and within 

his own status group, the Supply Sergeant could exploit irregular- 

ities in the external system because of his subordinate status. He 

was one of the few persons who left the company area frequently, and 

he met other Supply Sergeants at supply points and depots. Whenever 

#a supply shortage developed, he contacted the Supply Sergeants of 

,      other units and "scrounged" items to make up the shortage. Every 

time a company moved into a new area abandoned items were found and 

turned into the supply room. Enroute to a supply point, the Supply 

Sergeant might find other apparently discarded equipment and turn it 

in for salvage. 

"Scrounging" was illegal; the external system stipulated the pro- 

cedures by which shortages or surpluses would be reported. As an 

internal activity scrounging protected the Supply Sergeants from hav- 

ing to reveal a shortage, and from accumulating a surplus which 

would have been detected by inspectors. The exchanges always took 

place between enlisted men; an officer never exchanged with a Supply 

Sergeant. But it was tolerated by Company Commanders because it 

helped to keep the supply accounts in good condition for inspections 

(, by higher echelons, and reduced the number of Reports of Survey. 
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In a third event, occurring on the day that the losa of the 

trailer had been discovered, a man who was leaving the company on 

rotation reported to the Company Commander that   an electric shaver 

had been stolen from his duffel bag in the supply room.    The Company 

Commander personally interrogated all of the men who had access to 

the bags, and then told the First Sergeant that if anyone found the 

thief, he was to be "brought in on a stretcher".    Although the Company 

Commander threatened to use all of the formal sanctions available to 

him, and encouraged the use of Informal sanctions, the shaver was 

not reco/ered.    Everyone who had access to the bags denied knowledge 

of the incident, and a "shako-down inspection" of their property 

failed to reveal it. 

Thus the Company Commander also differentiated between the 

communal nature of government property, and the "sacred" nature of 

personal property.    While permitting the "scrounging" of govern- 

ment property from another unit. Just as he had been "victimiaed1» 

by the taking of a trailer for which he had been responsible, he 

used all of his authority to discover and punish the person who had 

stolen the shaver.    The terminological distinction of "scrounging" 

which referred to property contrrlled by the external system, and 

"stealing" which described property which could only be protected 

by the internal system, invoked distinct patterns of behavior. 

The Platoon Sergeants reacted the moat strongly against the 

changes instituted by the Company Commander.    In the meeting with 
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the Company Commander, only the Platoon Sergeants had spoken out, 

while the First Sergeant had remained neutral.    In the bivouac 

during inspections, they were the most likely to come into contact 

with the Company Commander.    They received the orders passed down 

by either the Platoon Leaders or the First Sergeant.    Although the^ 

were responsible for getting the tasks done, they were afraid to 

report the obstacles they encountered.    In intimate contact with 

the men of the platoons, they were unable to give logical explana- 

tions of the changes, and defended themselves by criticism of the 

Company Commander. 

Sergeant Y (Platoon Sergeant, Weapons Platoon) had been the 

most aggressive participant in the meeting with the non-commiaaioned 

officers.    He had been assigned to the company in May, and had been 

promoted to Master Sergeant by Captain X,    The Weapons Platoon 

rarely had an officer assigned to it, except for short periods of 

time.    Sergeant Y actHd in the capacity of an officer Platoon Leader 

but was excluded from comparable status group activities.    He said; 

"I see the officers talking among themselves at chow, 
and wonder who's going to apeak up for our platoon.    That's 
where they make up their minds, and I can't say anything. 
The only time that the Company Commander hears from the 
Weapons Platoon is when something goes wrong,  or when I ask 
to see him.    It makes a lot of difference in the breaks 
your platoon gets.    It puts us at a disadvantage," 

The changes instituted by the Company Commander wet'e least felt 

at the squad level.    Corporal Earl (Squad Loader, Weapons Squad) said: 
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"A new Company Commander doean't make much difference 
for a long time.    You hear a lot at the platoon C.P. about 
the changes he's making but by the time they get down to 
us they don't seem much different.    As long as you stay out 
of his way and don't get noticed everything works out the 
same." 

The frequency of the Company Commander's contacts with the 

Platoon Sergeants increased their vulnerability in other ways.    He 

learned their names more quickly, and could recognize them in a 

group of several other persons.    In the chow line and throughout 

the company area, he made frequent "corrections" and reprimands, 

attempting to establish new patterns of behavior.    Personal know- 

ledge was necessary to identify a person's role in the company. 

Hone of the enlisted men wore chevrons on their garments, and few 

were entitled tos most of the Squad Leaders were Privates with the 

responsibilities of non-comraiasioned officers.    When the Company 

Commander extended the range of his interaction beyond those persona 

with whom he was personally acquainted, as in the chow line and on 

Inspection tours through the company area, he was compelled to de~ 

pend on the knowledge of the Platoon Sergeants who knew their names. 

Hence, from the perspective of the Platoon Sergeants, the Company 

Commander's reprimands appeared impersonal and arbitrary while he 

was more likely to remember the persons who were delinquent than 

those who conformed to the standards he was establishing. 

( 

On the Line,    The Company Commander had three major contacts 

with the company during this period: the daily inapections, the meals 

^     I, 
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at the trailhead, and a  "conference call" telephone meeting with all 

Platoon Leaders and company administrative non-commissioned officers. 

The inspections constituted the most intimate contact between 

the Company Commander and the men of the platoons.   -Two themes were 

stessed:  tactical readiness and personal cleanliness.    Upon arrival 

in the platoon area, the platoon command post was first inspected; 

then the Platoon Leader accompanied the Company Commander on his In- 

spection of the platoon area.    The first inspection occurred on the 

day after the positions on the line were occupied.    The investigator 

accompanied the Company Commander on this occasion. 

The First Platoon was the first inspected.    Sergeant Z was 

acting Platoon Leader since Lieutenant C had been designated as Com- 

pany Executive Officer.    He reported to the Company Commander at the 

entrance to the platoon area.    As the inspection proceeded through 

the area of each squad,  three corrections were made repeatedly by 

the Company Commander. 

First, three of the four Squad Leaders failed to "report" 

properly.    The correct form of reporting was prescribed by a regi- 

mental order as: 

"Sir, (rank)  (name) (squad) (platoon)  (company) 
(regimental "nickname") reporting I" 

Sergeant Z reported to each of these corrections with a comment that 

he had failed to instruct the Squad Leaders in the proper form of 

repoi  ^ng, but would do so immediately,    A second correction was 

*m^^ma 
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that several men appeared unshaven.    Standing policy was that all 

men would be shaved before 0800.    Third, one man appeared to have 

been drinking beer.   Sergeant Z responded that he would correct 

these two delinquencies immediately. 

The Second Platoon was inspected next.   Lieutenant E met the 

Company,Commander at the platoon command post, greeting him by his 

first name, without making a formal report.    The Platoon Sergeant 

and Radio Operator were working at a small table.    Lieutenant E 

initiated the conversation with a comment that the area had been 

"in terrible shape."   Although they had been working all day and 

had put it "in fair shape", they still had a lot of work to do. 

The Company Commander then asked whether the fire plan was prepared. 

Lieutenant E replied eagerly that they had been working hard on that: 

he and the Platoon Sergeant had personally fired the final protective 

lines, and Corporal Abld (Assistant Platoon Sergeant) was now copying 

the plan because he could print better than Lieutenant E. 

The inspection of squad areas revealed conditions like those in 

the First Platoon area, but Lieutenant E's responses to the correc- 

tions differed from Sergeant Z's.    Whenever a delinquency was noted 

Lieutenant E indicated that he had already issued instructions that 

it be corrected and that someone was "on the way" at that time. 

Sergeant Z always acknowledged that he had been in error.    Thus 

Lieutenant E's interaction with the Company Commander was as a peer. 
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Despite the position held by Sergeant Z (acting Platoon Leader), he 

accepted a subordinate role and the Company Commander interacted 

with him as a member of a subordinate status group. Like Sergeant 

Y of the Weapons Platoon, he lacked the status attributes for his 

position, and as a result, was unable to "speak up" for his platoon. 

Th.e_inspection was concluded at the boundary of the Second and 

Third Platoons. The Company Commander directed Lieutenant E to 

assume responsibility for a gap between the platoon areas. Lieuten- 

ant E argued that the Third Platoon should be responsible for it. 

The Company Commander insisted and finally Lieutenant L replied 

"You're the Company Commander, sir." This was the only response 

made by Lieutenant E recognizing the Company Commander's position. 

After leaving the area, the Company Commander commented to the in- 

vestigator that Lieutenant E's area had been much superior to the 

First Platoon, and was a reflection of Lieutenant E's ability. An 

equal number of similar corrections had been made in both areas. 

Reserve and retraining. In this period administrative activity 

increased in amount and significance. The Company Commander attended 

the Battalion briefings where erroneous reports were brought to his 

personal attention. Administration became a more important factor 
I 

in the continued evaluation of the Company Commander by the Battalion 

Commander, and the exposure of error before other Company Commanders 

fostered competitive comparisons. 

• • 
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On Chriatmas Eve, the Company Commander made a large stock of 

beer available for purchase. He Instructed the First Sergeant that 

the men could drink all that they wanted that night and would be 

permitted to "blow off 3toaml,. During the evening he circulated 

among the tents, drinking one beer at each tent, and joked with the 

men. When he returned to the officers' tent he apoke with great 

elation of the way he had been welcomed by the men, and of his satis- 

faction with the improvement in the company. 

During this period, the First Sergeant's position came under 

increasingly close surveillance by the Company Commander. On the 

line they had been spatially separated. The First Sergeant depended 

on the Company Clerk to perform most of the duties involving prepar- 

ation of reports and correspondence. The Clefk1a position was also 

an "extra" one; it was not provided for under the Table of Organiza- 

tion, However, the increased emphasis on administration and written 

reports made his position an essential one, despite the lack of pro- 

vision for it. Because he was familiar with "the regulations", the 

required format for reports or correspondence, and similar technical 

knowledge of the orderly room, his work was seldom examined or ques- 

tioned. 

However, in the reserve area, a promotion quota came through 

and the Clerk inserted his own name on the list for promotion to Ser- 

geant. The Company Commander discovered the insertion and demanded 

an explanation. The Clerk stated that he thought he deserved a 
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promotion. The Company Commander answered that he would have to go 

where the promotions went, and had the Clerk transferred to a rifle 

platoon. The effect of the Clerk's promotion would have been to 

prevent the promotion of a Squad Leader in a platoon.. If the Company 

Commander had not noticed the insertion, the Clerk would have been 

able to use his position in the orderly room to exercise the power 

of the Company Commander to make promotions. 

The Company Commander's increased surveillance of the orderly 

room was one indication of his sensitivity to evaluations by higher 

echelons in this phase. He could control communications through 

this channel. However, in another event, the evaluation depended 

on his ability to induce the active support of every member of the 

company.   ' • 

The company was being considered for selection as the Corps 

Headquarters honor guard, a regular detail for one company of the 

Battalion in reserve. It was announced by the Company Commander in 

a routine meeting with the Platoon Leaders and non-commissioned off- 

icers. When it was announced, the Platoon Sergeant, Third Platoon, 

commented that he had never expected the company to bo selected for 

an honor guardj it had always impressed him as being a "rout step 

outfit". The Company Commander replied that "the company has changed, 

didn't you know?" The Platoon Sergeant replied that he had, then 

stepped back among the other Platoon Sergeants. 
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After this exchange there was no further response from either 

the company officers or non-commiasioned officers. The Company Com- 

mander continued that the detail was an honor that would require 

major iraproveraenta in the discipline of the company. Failure to 

attain such a high level of performance might result in the selec- 

tion of another company. All Platoon Leaders and non-commiasioned 

officers, he continued, would be responsible for informing the men 

that this detail was an honor that had to be worked for. 

The significance of the assignment varied with status groups. 

For the officers, the detail would be an opportunity for deriving 

prestige from their assignment to a company that had been "selected" 

for the detail. Among enlisted men, however, the detail was most 

significant as involving a reduction in the number of rotation points 

thy could accumulate} although this factor affected officers in the 

same respect, they attributed less significance to it. Furthermore, 

their conduct while on the assignment would be under rigid surveill- 

ance by "strange" members of the superior status group. And unlike 

the officers, there would be few "trips to the rear", party life at 

clubs, or potential rewards in the expectation of subsequent assign- 

ments to rear echelon positions. 

Two days after the meeting with the Platoon Leaders and the non- 

commissioned officers, the Regimental Commander inspected the company 

area. That evening the Company Commander held another meeting of the 

company officers and non-commissioned officers. He stated that the 
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v    Colonel had atood in front of the meaa tent and "Juat picked the 

company apart", indicating the delinquencies. Discipline appeared 

to be deteriorating rather than improving. Men were observed, he 

aid, walking around the company area in their jacket linings, with- 

out helmets or weapons. If-this behavior continuei'    ompany 

would not be selected as an honor guard, he concl 

The company was not selected for the detail, although It is 

not known that this was due to the Regimental Commander's inspec- 

tion. The Company Commander attributed the deterioration in discip- 

line to the fact that he had "relaxed" after coming off the line. 

Now he felt that the men of the company thought that ho was going 

to be a "good Joe." In the future, he thought, he would have to 

"crack down" more severely. 

Two other events indicate the Company Commander's inability to 

completely control the comraimlcations between the company and other 

echelons.  In one event, Sergeant Abid (Assistant Platoon Sergeant, 

Second Platoon) was in the kitchen tent when it was visited by the 

Regimental and Company Commanders. Sergeant Abid described the 
« 

event in these words: 

"I was telling the Colonel that the men didn't like the 
training program. The Company Coaimander interrupted and 
said, 'Yes, air. This company is begging to go back on the 
line.'  I told the Colonel that some of the men might be - 
those who had never been up there and want points. But any- 
one who waa around on Sandbag Castle doesn't. Kven though 
they don't like the harassing here in reserve, they'd rather 
be here where there's r.t least a warm place to sleep." 

( 
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In a second event, the Division Commander wan visiting the kit- 

chen tent.    The Mess Sergeant mentioned, in a conversation Initiated 

by the Division Commander, that he had been unable to get any lumber 

to make a table.    The General instructed the Colonel to "see rhat 

could be done".    When the lumber was expeditiously delivered, the 

Mess Sergeant Interpreted the event as indicating that the Company 

Commander had never "tried very hard" to get the lumber, although he 

had actually made several unsuccessful attempts. 

One effect of status segregation was to generalize negative 
» 

status sentiments.    In earlier periods, the Company Commander had been 

the primary target of hostile sentiments.    In the final reserve period 

i these sentiments were directed toward officers in general.    The offl- 

cers'  tent was referred to as "the little Pentagon".    Sergeant Abid 

(Assistant Platoon Sergeant, Second Platoon) stated: 

"Officer privileges are flaunted.    They're not sincere 
about the training.    All they want is to have the company 
put on a good show for the Colonel.    After I told the Colonel 
that the men weren't happy with all of the training. Lieutenant 
E said that I should have told him all the good things that 
were happening instead," 

One week after Lieutenant E became Weapons Platoon Leader, he was 

mentioned by the Battalion Commander as a replacement for a staff 

officer who was due for rotation.    After he learned of the probable 

transfer his interest in the activities of the platoon declined, and 

his behavior became more "dramatic11. 
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In one event, while In a rear area Lieutenant E had purchased 

an elaborate shoulder holster, commonly worn by staff officers. When 

he returned to the company area he immediately went to the platoon 

command post tent where he displayed it to the men there. He came 

over to Sergeant Abid's bed and said, "How's Abid, my buddy?" Ser- 

geant Abid replied "Bull". Then when Lieutenant E had left the tent 

the men present began to mention the mistakes that he had made on 

patrols and to deprecate his competence as a Platoon Leader. 

In a second event, Lieutenant E was giving a lecture on patrols. 

While he was lecturing, the Regimental Commander visited the area, 

listened to Lieutenant K's lecture, and when it was concluded, com- 

mended him for it. Later, Lieutenant E said that what pleased him 

most about the commendation was that it would improve his standing 

with the members of his platoon. But Sergeant Abid stated: 

"It was no reward to us because we don't even consider 
him a part of the platoon any more. He just took a few good 
phrases from the Field Manual and they sounded good. The 
platoon knew that the brass had been fooled, but were dis- 
appointed that it could be done so easily. The men don't 
have much confidence in him any more, so they don't tell 
him much." 

Thus Lieutenant E's mobility was a factor in breaking his solid- 

arity with the platoon. His behavior was increasingly oriented 

toward persons with greater prestige in his own status group, corres- 

pondingly limiting his interaction with members of the platoon. 
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D.    Interaction within Status Groupa; Officers 

Although the Company Commander's position Involved superior 

authority, his formal status was equal to that of the other company 

officers.    The position he occupied called for a Captain under the 

Table of Organization, but he (and all except one of the other Com- 

pany Commanders of the Battalion) was only a First Lieutenant.    This 

factor tended to make status differences less significant, while in- 

creasing the importance of the positions hold by the other officers 

as status peers. 

Tactical reserve.    The Company Commander's bunker was more spa- 

cious, warmer, and had more light at all times, but it was never 

visited by the Platoon Leaders unless they were called to it.    The 

Company Commander and the Executive Officer always came to the Platoon 

Leaders' bunker, to give instructions, or information, or for informal 

conversations.    The center of social activity for the officers was the 

Platoon Loaders'  bunker.    While the Company Commander was absent, his 

actions were interpreted and evaluated.    Frequent references were 

made to the "old company", and to the influence that his behavior 

was having on the entire company.    Lieutenant E originated most of 

the evaluations of the Company Commander. 

One day while the Company Commander was absent from the area, 

Lieutenant E said to a group including Lieutenant D and Mr, P: 
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"He got to know all of the big-wlga and what they 
wanted while he was up there at Battalion. He sold him- 
self up there - not here. Then when he found there was 
an opening as a Corapaay Commander, he asked for it. The 
old Platoon Leaders had their feet on the ground - they 
know what was going on in the company. When they send 
someone in from outside, they try to go by the book. 
They don't really know what's going on. He's trying to 
change things too fast," 

But-when .the Battalion Commander visited the bunker the same 

day. Lieutenant E said: 

"Lieutenant A is a mighty good Company Commander, 
sir. He really knows his stuff and looks out for his 
men. He's making a lot of changes but they're all ^or 
the good. It won't be long before this company is 
twice as good as it has ever been before," 

Evaluations of the Company Commander were thus confined to 

the company officers, and the Battalion Commander's judgment of 

the company was influenced by creating an image of status group 

solidarity. Within the status group, however, a series of events 

Indicated how superiors and subordinates utilized their positions 

to increase their prestige, and then consolidate their prestige 

with additional authority. 

In one event, Mr. F, the Warrant Officer Unit Administrator, was 

relieved of his duties. The relationship between the Company Com- 

mander and Mr. F had become increasingly marked by conflicts and 

arguments. Lieutenant E had always defended Mr. F before the Com- 

pany Commander, indicating that Mr. F had been particularly useful 

to a previous Company Commander on a supply problem. The Company 
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Commander would respond that ilr. F was a depot Warrant Officer, knew 

nothing about rifle company administration, and "was a good guy who 

tried hard but Just didn't have it." 

The position of Unit Administrator was a new one in the Table 

of Organization, and there was no standard guide for their duties 

in the company. The role conflicted with both the Executive Off- 

icer and the First Sergeant. The Company Commander thought that 

Mr. F should assume responBibility for mess and supply, but Mr. F 

was not aware of what his duties should be*, where his responsibility 

began or ended. 

After one payday, repeated telephone calls were received from 

(       staff officers at Battalion headquarters to the Company Commander 
i 

that the Company's payroll was the last to be completed, and that 

several reports were in error or poorly prepared. More discrepan- 

cies were being discovered in the supply accounts. Finally, the 

Company Commander had an order prepared announcing that Mr. F was 

relieved of duties as Supply Officer and Mess Officer. 

Mr, F occupied a crucial position in the system of co/rmunica- 

tlon and evaluation between Battalion headquarters and the Company 

Commander, IVhen he was late at the briefing, the Battalion Com- 

mander would refer to the delinquency of the company rather than 

Mr. F, the company representative. V/hen his interaction with the 

Company Commander declined, he was less able to give adequate ex- 

planations for events occurring within the company. As ho became 
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uncertain of his relationship with the Company Commander, he with- 

drew from the orderly room and worked in the supply room. Then the 

reports began to deteriorate, and were more frequently returned 

from Battalion headquarters for correction. The fact that Mr. F 

was a "weak link" in the company's communication with Battalion 

headquarters was an important factor in his reassignment. 

Lieutenant E was able to maintain cordial relations with both 

the Company Commander and the other Platoon Leaders. When Mr. F 

was finally relieved of his duties they were divided between 

Lieutenant E and the Company Commander. On the third occasion 

that Mr, F had been late for briefing, the Company Commander desig- 

v        nated Lieutenant D to replace him. However, Lieutenant D also 

overslept on the first morning that he was to attend. Then his 

Jeep could not be started, so he missed the briefing completely. 

The following morning the Company Commander designated Lieutenant 

E to attend. 

V/hen Lieutenant E returned from the briefing, he reported to 

the Company Commander's bunker. He said that he had been the first 

company representative to arrive for the briefing. The Company Com- 

mander was very pleased. Lieutenant E then presented a long list 

of notes from the briefing and the Company Commander complimented 

him on the presentation. Then Lieutenant E mentioned that he waa 

eligible for promotion and that Lieutenant B had said that he was 

getting a good efficiency report. The Company Commander replied 
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that the promotion papers had already been submitted and that he had 

been "happy to send it In." 

After Lieutenant E's successful performance with the briefing 

his relationship with the Company Commander became more cordial. He 

came to the Company Commander's bunker more frequently to initiate 

discussions of patrols and assignments within the platoon. The 

night after he had attended the briefing, however, he invited the 

First Sergeant and Platoon Sergeants to play poker in the Platoon 

Leaders' bunker. The Company Commander and the other Platoon Leaders 

had left the company area on a patrol. During the game the Company 

Commander was the principal topic of discussion but Lieutenant E 
( 
(        was le?3 critical. 

Litsutenänt E was designated to succeed Mr. F as Mess Officer in 

addition to his primary duty as Platoon Leader. His duties in this 

position were limited to command supervision, insuring certain stand- 

ards of sanitation, and representing the kitchen personnel in dis- 

cussions with the Company Commander, But the kitchen personnel had 

technical skills which were not easily affected by "command super- 

vision". They had always worked independently and maintained a 

high standard of food service. The significance of the Mess Offi- 

cer to the enlisted men who worked in the kitchen was that he could 

make their tasks more difficult by raising standards, or their posi- 

tions Insecure by transferring them to other elements of the Company. 

f 
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And to be promoted, they needed the Mesa Officer to represent thera 

before the Company Commander when a promotion quota came through. 

The position of Mess Officer waa uaed by both Lieutenant ft and 

the kitchen crew.    Lieutenant E used the position as a source of 

esteem with the Company Commander.    He called attention to particu-•. 

larly attractive meals (prepared in accordance with a standard menu 

furnished to all units), remarked on their performance in making 

coffee available for patrols, and represented these factors as evid- 

ence of changes in mess management.    The kitchen crew responded by 

making special "food services" available to Lieutenant E: cookies 

were brought to his bunker immediatoly after baking, his meat was 

prepared with tho personal attention of the First Cook, and an ex- 

pression of satisfaction was elicited by the Mess Sergeant after each 

meal.    The increased interaction between the kitchen crew and the 

Mess Officer created the impression of more effective supervision 

although the activities Involved had not been modified in any way. 

V/hen the Company Commander announced that Lieutenant C would 

succeed Lieutenant B as Executive Officer, Lieutenant D went to the 

Company Commander to ask v(hy he had been "skipped".    Tho Company 

Commander said that he had made the decision of the basis of their 

relative administrative abilities, and that he thought Lieutenant C 

would be more efficient in administration and supply.    Both Lieuten- 

ants D and E, however, thought that the line of succession was being 

prescribed by Battalion headquarters, just as it had been when 
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Lieutenant B had been made Kxecutlve Officer and Lieutenant A the 

Company Coramandor. This violated the informal statue system of 

officers within the company. 

The Weapono Platoon Leader position had been considered as one 

which should be occupied by the senior Platoon Leader of the company. 

The Table_ of Organization stipulated that he would hold the rank of 

First Lieutenant, although rifle Platoon Leaders could be either 

First or Second Lieutenants. In stipulated rank and in formal pres- 

tige attributes, he was thus equal to the Executive Officer. Mobility 

in the status group was expected to follow this prestige scale. The 

senior rifle Platoon Leader would move to the Vteapons Platoon. There 

he would not have to run patrols. From there ha would move to the 

position of Company Executive Officer. The movement was based on 

'gradations of prestige rather than tradition, however, because none 

of the previous three company Executive Officers had moved up from 

the V/eapons Platoon. 

When Lieutenant D was detached from the company for duty with 

a Korean milit.iry training camp, he was the "/eapons Platoon Leader, 

having moved up from the Third Platoon. He had been on more patrols 

than any other officer in the company. When he returned to the com- 

pany, the Third Platoon did not have a Platoon Leader. He was temp- 

orarily assignod until a replacement officer arrived so that the 

platoon could be used for patrolling (the V/eapons Platoon did not go 

on patrols). 
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The appointment enabled the Company Commander to increase the 

gap between the "old company11 and the organizational image that he 

was creating by his changes.    Lieutenant C while ho had been with 

the company had been in conflict with the old Company Commander, 

and was less well known in the company.    But Lieutenant D had served 

with three Company Comnanders, was well known to all of the "old men" 

of the company, and had little prestige at Battalion headquarters. 

Although his relationships with all of the Company Commanders had 

been about the same, his principal loyalty had been to his platoon. 

It would have been more difficult for him to have executed the 

changes which the Company Comjiiander was continuously making. 

On the Lino.    During this period there was a sharp decrease 

in the number of contacts between the Company Commander and other 

officers of the company.    He was never alone with them: on inspec- 

tions, at meala, or on the conference telephone call, enlisted men 

were in his immediate presence, restricting status relevant con- 

versations.    All officers wore isolated from their status peers 

but the isolation of the Company Comnander enabled him to maintain 

his identity as a member of the superior status group. 

Platoon leaders lived with the platoon headquarters men,  iso- 

lated from all contacts with the Company Commander except for meals, 

inspections, and telephone culls.    In contrast the the reserve biv- 

ouac, their interaction and activity waa almost exclusively with 
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enlisted men.    Status distinctions were quickly obscured when they 

shared the same living space and conditions throughout the day and 

night, and were activated only when inspecting officers arrived in 

the platoon area. 

In the second week on the line, a poker game was held in the 

Second Platoon command post.    Two officers - Lieutenant E and the 

artillery Forward Observer - were participants, with Privates Axel 

and Camp.    Gambling between officers and enlisted men was prohibited 

by military law.    The game was in progress when the conference call 

carae through.    When it was concluded, the participants joined in 

critical comments about the way that the company was being managed. 

One of the orders given over the telephone was that everyone, 

"including Platoon Leaders" would eat breakfast.    The next morning 

the Company Conmander was at the trailhead when Lieutenant K arrived 

after the regular feeding period.    He reported formally to the Com- 

pany Commander, stating that six of his men had made the fifteen 

minute walk with him, but they wouldn't eat and had immediately re- 

turned to their positions'.    He said that he was going to do the same 

thing.    But then he walked to the kitchen and had  breakfast.    The 

Company Commander returned to the company command post at 0800,    A 

short time later the First Sergeant telephoned that men from the 

Second Platoon were still coming dov/n the hill for breakfast.    The 

Company Commander then issued instructions that no more men would 

be fed unless they arrived at the stated time. 
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One furthor conflict occurred between the Company Commander 

and Lieutenant E.    Preparations were being made for a patrol.    A 

period of warm weather had melted most of the snow so that white 

was more noticeable in darkness.    Battalion patrol ordern routinely 

required the wearing of "snow suit" camouflage garments.    At supper 

Lieutenant.Ji said that they had compared a patrol from one company 

without snow suits, with another wearing them, and that the patrol 

woarlng the white garments could be seen at a much greater distance. 

However, the Company Commander insisted that the snow suits be used 

and said that under prevailing visibility conditions, patrol members 

viould look like "blobs of «now".    Lieutenant K concluded the dis- 

cussion with the comment, "Vfell, you're the boss." 

This soriea of events indicateo the increased deviance of 

Lieutenant K, the Platoon Leader, from the sentiments of his own 

status group, as his solidarity with the platoon was intensified 

by isolation from other officers.    In gambling with status subord- 

inates,  in expressing and supporting criticism of the Company Com- 

mander, and in supporting the deviant reaction to the early feeding 

period, Lieutenant K expressed his solidarity with the subordinate 

status group while on the line. 

The two other company officers had less frequent contacts with 

the Company Co.u^ander dia*ing this period.    Lieutenant D was with 

the Third Platoon which was too far to walk to the company kitchen. 

Hot meals wore brought to them by joop and trailer.    He rarely 
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came to the company command post. Lieutenant C, the Executive Off- 

icer, remained at a point in the rear of the Battalion command post 

where the heavy vehicles and supply services of the Battalion were 

located. He saw the Company Commander briefly every day, reporting 

on administrative details. Whenever he came to the company area he 

also visited his former platoon. 

Lieutenant C's attachment to his former platoon was involved 

in one discussion with the Company Commander.    Lieutenant C referred 

to members of the platoon as his "boys".    The Company Commander ob- 

jected to this term.    Lieutenant C continued that the men of the 

platoon were doing a good Job, and that the Company Commander nhould 

reduce some of the deiranda on tlism.    The Company Commander then in- 

dicated that he considered Sergeant Z a poor leader for suf.^eatlng 

that a man should not go on a patrol if he had more than thirty points 

toward rotation.    Lieutenant C replied that the  "su/^estion" had been 

company policy until Lieutenant A had taken over a« Company Commander. 

Lieutenant C's relative freedom in expressing conflict with the 

Company Commander was probably related to the marginal position that 

he held in the company.    He was the only officer at the company supply 

point where he interacted consistently with enlisted men who had been 

under heavy pressure from the (V .pany Commander.    At the same time, 

ho was still viewed by the      i\ of the First Platoon as their Platoon 

Leader because no renlfl(->     at, officer had been assigned.    This 
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combination of factors made him more responsive to the negative sent- 

iments of the enlisted men than if he had been, in reality, responsible 

as Platoon Leader for their performance. 

( 

Reserve and retraining.    In the first reserve period, the Com- 

pany Commander had been segregated from the other company officers, 

but in the final reserve period, all officers lived together in a 

single tent.    Meals were served in the tent so that this contact 

with the men of the company was eliminated.    Status segregation re- 

duced the interaction between status groups, while intensifying the 

interaction within status groups.    Casual conversations among the 

Platoon Leaders were used by the Company Commander in his evaluation 

of them.    Similarly, the Company Commander's activity was under crit- 

ical evaluation by the Platoon Leaders. 

Three new officers joined the company.    Lieutenant H had Joined 

on the day before the company withdrew from their positions on the 

line, and had been assigned to the Third Platoon.    Lieutenant D then 

returned to the V/eapons Platoon for tv;o weeks, until Lieutenant C 

rotated;  then Lieutenant D finally became Executive Officer.    Lieut- 

enant T was assigned to the First Platoon.    He had been an officer 

candidate when the Company Commander was his Platoon Leader at Fort 

Banning.    Lieutenant J was assigned as Second Platoon Leader, and 

Lieutenant E who had received hia promotion to First Lieutenant, 

became Weapons Platoon Leader.    In these changes, the expected 

mobility pattern for company officers was followed. 
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Three events indicate the extent to vrhich \he Platoon Leaders' 

behavior was modified by their integration in the status group.    In 

the first event. Lieutenant \\ (Platoon Leader, First Platoon) men- 

tioned to Lieutenant K that one of his men had diacovered that the 

toe of his boot had been burned through while they had been on the 

line.    The Company Commander interrupted the conversation to comment 

that he should have been told about such an incident earlier.    He 

continued that the man would have to be court-martialed and pay for 

the boots in addition.    Lieutenant H replied that such an action 

would be an injustice, and would hurt his platoon.    Lieutenant K 

disputed the Company Commander's assertion that a man could be made 

to pay and still be tried by a court-martial,    bevural daya later 

the Company Coatnander commented in a discussion that ho had only been 

"kidding" Lieutenant H about such an action. 

In a second event. Lieutenant E mentioned that there had been 

a aeries of fights in his platoon.    Most recently, Baum had  "aocked" 

Chap for refusing to go on detail.    Later, Ellis knocked down East 

in an argument.     Lieutenant E interpreted these incidents as evid- 

ence that his Squad Leaders "really knew how to handle their rnen." 

The Company Coriander objected, stating  that such  things can  ''go too 

far and cause trouble".     Ho continued that it could involve the com- 

pany in an investigation by a higher echelon. 

In a third  event, Lieutenant y  returned from a retreat ceremony 

and co/nmented to the Company Commander that he  "reolly chewed them" 
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today.    The investigator had heard Lieutenant E tell the assembled 

company that all of the officers were "proud of them" but that they 

would have to "sharpen up" if they were to be selected for the Corps 

honor guard detail.    Hence, he described the event to the Company 

Commander as a severe reprimand, while he had actually made only a 

mild admonition.    The Company Commander stated that it was poor 

policy to "chew them out for everything in general";  rather, ne 

should have reprimanded them, if at all, for something specific. 

Although Lieutenant E had become the senior Platoon Leader 

hio prestige with the Company Commander declined steadily, while 

the new Platoon Leaders were noro frequently mentioned.    Lieuten- 

ant E became a close friend of Lieutenant H, the new Pia toon Leader 

of the First Platoon.    Lieutenant T, who had known Lieutenant A at 

Fort Bonning,remained neutral.    The Company Commander frequently 

turned to Lieutenant T for support of his decisions, and Lieutenant 

T was never critical of the Canpany Commander when he was absent, 

V/han the Company Commander attempted to distinguish his position 

from his status - which he shared with the Platoon Leaders - he aroused 

more criticism.    Thus, when the company officers took up a collection 

to buy beer, and the Company Commander refujed to conti-ibute, they 

said that he was "playing too good".    Later, when they made a decijion 

to buy a radio Jointly, they discussed the posaibility of getting 

earphones so that the Company Cominander, who would not contribute to 

the purchaae, would bo unable to hear it. 

MMi 
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F..    Interaction within Status Groups; Enlisted Men 

The Korean aoldjprs ("ROK's").    The number of Korean soldiers 

in each squad has been mentioned.    Thoy were never mentioned as 

"buddios".    Officially, each Korean soldier had an American soldier 

as a companion.    The American was responsible for the Korean soldier's 

tactical proficiency and integration in the squad.    However, these 

relationships wore observed only on guard posts and when reporting 

to inspecting officers. 

In most of the activities of the squads, the Koreans were differ- 

entiated from the Americans.    Beck (first Squad) for example, described 

the Koreans as "duds": men who would not do their share in the required 

activities of the squad.    He said: 

"Some of the ROK's are pretty good; others don't want 
to do anything.    Got them out on a patrol and they go to 
sloop.    They don't keep clean.    They don't have to shave so 
they never wash their faces.    V/hen you say something to them 
you can never be sure that they understand what you mean." 

Private Bird (First Squad) described the behavior of tho Koreans 

in a bull session in the bunker: 

"Someone passes a package and everyone takes some,  oven 
the ROK's.    Then we start talking about home, or places we've 
been.    The Koreans don't understand us, and even if thoy did 
they -woildn't know about the same things.    So they Just sit 
there:  when we talk, they look from face to face,    'tlhen we 
laugh,  they laugh.    But we never get to know them, and we 
Just do what we can to make then feel like they're part of 
the squad." 

The Koreans were seldom differentiated by name.    They did not 

go on patrols, and were never assigned as assistants on the auto- 
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matic rifle.    They segregated themselves in the chow line.    On work 

details they exchanged tools with one another but rarely with an 

American unless the American initiated the exchange.    '.Then the squad, 

moved as a group, the Koreans walked at the rear of the column. 

Changes in Platoon Composition.      During the final reserve f-riod 

there was more mobility In the platoon than during the previous three 

months.    Master Sergeant Rox Joined the platoon as a replacement 

Platoon Sergeant in February.    Eight other men were assigned as re- 

placements. 

Sergeant Fox, the replacement Platoon Sergeant, had served with 

the Company Commander when both were enlisted man.    This fact was 

known to the platoon and aroused initial apprehension.    Sergeant Abid 

(who had been promoted from Corporal) resumed his position as Assis- 

tant Platoon Sergeant.    He stated: 

"'.Vo all knew that he had served with Lieutenant A as 
an enlisted man.  Dut he's turned out to be Number One. The 
second day he was here he learned how to deal with Lieuten- 
ant.   .: ho just takes care of things by himself.    At first 
I wa:> a little sore because he squeezed me out of the job. 
But now I don't care because ho has the rank for the respon- 
sibility." 

Before his reassignment to the V.'eapons Platoon, Lieutenant E 

had shown much loss interest in the assignments within the platoon. 

^■See Figure 12,  "Changes in Platoon Composition" 
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When Dell (First Squad) succeeded Caro as Squad Leader of the Second 

Squad, the selection was made by Sergeant Fox, on the advice of Ser- 

geant Abid.    Sergeant Fox explained: 

"We'd like to get the men who are buddies as Squad 
Leaders.    Beck will take ovnr when Daum leaves.    If the 
Squad Leaders are buddies they make agreements among them- 
selves and swap things.    There's less competition between 
squads, and they work together for the platoon as a whole." 

Designation as Squad Leader involved no official reward,  but 

promotion did.    Although Sergeant Fox sponsored Boll as a Squad 

Leader, Lieutenant E selected Dean over Baura as a candidate for 

promotion to Sergeant.    Dean had succeeded Earl as Squad Leader, 

V.'eapons Squad,    Ha said: 

"Nobody knows why Dean was chosen.    With Baum it 
would have been different.    He's been Squad Loader a long 
time.    Du£ Dean has been moved from one squad to another. 
It looks like they're just using our squad to give him a 
promotion." 

Bell had also moved from one squad to a leadership position in 

another.    His authority was initially resisted.    He described the 

reactions of some members of the squad in these words: 

"'.Vhen I took over the squad, they thought that I .vaa 
trying to act big.    They were sore because I had been sent 
over hero from the other squad, as if I was bettor than 
anyone horn.    One night when I postnd Chap on guard ho said 
not to work too hard,  because  I'd get to be a corporal any- 
way.    I told him that I didn't ask for the Job, and if I 
made Corporal it wouldn't be because I was brown-nosing." 

Chap,  the senior member of the squad, had suspected Doll of using 

personal influence to get his position, and expected the squad to be 
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exploited to maintain a favorablo position with platoon headquarters. 

Chap atatods 

"V.lien v.'c first moved into thl;3 area, all of tho squad 
loaders alopt in tho platoon headquarters tont. Then they 
moved all of them out except Sail, and moved all of our 
squad In with tho Platoon Sergeant, V/c got most of the de- 
tails hecanso we v.'cro more a-railable than the squada .in the 
other tents. Bell is a buddy v.ith tho Platoon Serjeant ao 
he1 a afraid to go  to bat for m.    They've got a big clique 
running things now. All of tho Squad Leaders arc buddies." 

Li his relations with the other Squad Loaders Dell utilised 

his relationship to them as a buddy. He said: 

"Raum and Beck are still my buddies. I'm glad that 
the other Squad Leaders are buddies because we're all 
trying to improve our squads nov;. It's easier to admit 
that your squad needs improvoment if you know that the 
other Squad Leaders aren't trying to take advantage of you." 

F. Summary 

In general, it may be said that the sentiments of the officers 

more frequently expressed the ideals of formal military organiza- 

tion.    They often referred to the traditions of the organisation, 

or abstract symbols.    Initiative, aggressiveness, and tactical pro- 

ficiency were the most valued attributes, which they used in evalu- 

ating one another and members of tho subordinate status group. 

In contrast,  the sentiments of tho enlisted men expressed the 

solidarity of a subordinate status graup.    They seldom referred to 

tho traditions of the organization.    Initiative, aggressiveness, and 

tactical proficiency vero valued only to tho extent that such attrib- 

utes protected the group and minimised the risk to •..•hich they v/nrö 

collectively exposed. 
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FINAL ORGANIZATION INTERIM CHANGES 

PLATOQH HEADQUARTERS 
Plat.Sgt., U.Sgt. FOX Sgt. ALEX, evacuated for self- 
Aast. Plat. &. , Sgt. ABID inflicted wound. 
Act'g Asst. Plat. Sgt.,Cpl.BART     Cpl. BkT.T, moved from lat Squad 
Radio Operator, Pvt. FINN Pvt. DION, raovod from 3rd Squad 
Messenger, Pvt. DION Pvt.  AXEL, moved to let Squad 

Replacemcnta; M.3gt.F0X,Pvt. FINN 

FIRST SQUAD                                                           ' 
Sqd. Ldr., Cpl. BAUM Cpl. BART, moved to Plat. Hq. ' 
Aast.Sqd.Ldr., Cpl. BECK Pvt.  AXEL, moved from Plat, Hq. 
Auto.Rifleman, Pfc. FORD Pvt. BIRD, moved to Rocket Team 
Asst. Auto.Rifleman, Pfc. FREY Replacements! Pfc's FORD and FREY 
Riflemen: Pvt. AXEL, and ROK's 

Kim. Seun. Yook. and Joo 
_._,^^.,_„_..__«^      3EC0ND""sQUSb 

Sqd. Ldr., Cpl. BELL Cpl. Bell, moved from Ist Sqd. 
Asst. Sqd. Ldr., Pfc. CLAY Pvt. Craig, moved to 3rd Squad. 
Auto. Rifleman, Pvt. CHAP Rotated; Pvt's CAMP and CRUM 
Asst.Auto.Rifleman, Pvt.  FUNK Replacements: Pfc FUNK, Pvt.FURR 
Riflemen: Pvt'a COX and FURR, 

(                           and ROK's Ha, Loe. and Oh _ ^ «  ^. _. ^^^...^  ..^ ..   TiinuTsciUAD"' 
Sqd. Ldr., Cpl. DAIL Cpl. DEAN, moved to Weapons Sqd. 
Asst.  Sqd. Ldr., Pfc. DICK Pvt. DION, moved to Plat. Hq. 
Auto. Rifleman, Pfc. DENT Pvt. DRUM, moved to Co. Hq. 
Asst. Auto. Rifleman, Pvt.FOSS Pvt. DODD, moved to Bn. Hq. 
Riflemen: Pvt. CRAIG, and ROK's Pvt. CRAIG, moved from 2nd Squad, 

Kwak, Joo, and Jin Replacement; Pvt. FOSS 

WEAPONS ÄJUAD 
Sqd. Ldr., Sgt, DEAN                          Sgt. DEAN, Moved from 3rd Squad 
Gunner, Pfc. FIX                                  Pvt. EGAN, moved to Co. Hq. 
Asst. Gunner, Pvt. FIFE                     Pvt. EI.ERY, moved to Rocket Team 
Gunner, Pfc. ELLIS                         '    Rotated; Cpl.. EARL, Pfc's EAST 
Asst. Gunner, Pvt. FRITZ                          and EVANS 
Ammunition Bearers: ROK's Kim,        Roplac.'fnonts:  Pfc.  FIX, Pvt's 

Sun, and Lee J^i^a^nUTZ  

ROCKET TEAM 
Gunner, Pfc. EMERY Pfc. EMERY, moved from Weapons Sqd. 
Asst. Gunner, Pvt. BIRD Pvt.  BIRD, moved from Ist Squad. 

Figure 12.    Final Platoon Organization 
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CHAPTER VI 

THü INTERNAL SYSTEM: ACTIVITY - INTERACTION 

A. Introduction 

In this chapter, certain activities required and permitted by 

the external system are described, and a scheme of interaction re- 

lated to the sentiments of the internal system is analyzed. "Sharing" 

v»as the major activity of bunker lile and entirely unrelated to any 

prescriptions of the external system, Work details were required 

by the external system, but tool exchange patterns were not pres- 

cribed. The pattern of tool exchanges indicates interaction in the 
( 

external system based on sentiiiento of the internal system. 

3.    Sharing 

"Sharing was a term used to describe most of the activities 

carried on between buddies and among the memberJ of the squad. One's 

capacity to share affected the number of interactions that once 

could initiate. The things shared ranged from such impersonal fac- 

tors as risk, to the items of packages from home. 

First Squad. In the bunker, Baum originated more interactions 

than any of the other members. He also received more packages from 

home, and had been around the squad longer than anyone else so that 

he had more experiences to use in conversations. He stated: 
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"I get more than anyone else because both my wife 
and mother send packages.    It helps to make buddies.    A 
guy who didn't share wouldn't have many buddies.    It helps 
the Koreans too:  even though they can never offer us any- 
thing, they like our food, and they can understand what 
we mean when we pass it around." 

Beck was second to Baum, his buddy, in the number of interac- 

tions originated.    He described two elements of sharing: 

'""  "There are some things that you can only talk to 
your buddy about.    Like something that happened in the 
squad, or the way things are going at home.    All buddies 
can do here is hang around together and wait for a 
chance to talk.    I'd rather talk to Baum because we're 
closest.    We've been through most of this together.    But 
a package is different.    V/e share it with everybody 
because some fellows don't get packages and it helps 
them out.    That way it makes the whole squad stick 
together.    Sometimes you think that it might help you 
out when you're on the line." 

When men did not receive packages they exchanged whatever was 

in momentary need in the squad.    Axel, Bart, and Bell did not re- 

ceive —kages.    Baum and Beck had been originating interactions 

with   »till who was unable to reciprocate.    Bell stated: 

"It makes me feel good when soraeono offers me 
something, and I feel bad when I can't return it. All 
I've been able to offer is stuff that I get at the 
Post Exchange.    I know that Baum and Beck understand 
but I'll feel better when my firüt package comes," 

Second Squad.    In the Second Squad, Camp received packages most 

frequently, while Clay and Cole never received them.    As an "old man" 

of the squad, Camp distinguished between the way "old men" and "new 

men" shared their packages.    He said: 
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"You feel more like sharing stuff with your buddy. 
The new men do it differently. A new man will usually 
pass a package around and offer some to everybody. If 
you like thu guy or if he works with you, you'll take 
his offer. A guy who's been around quite a while will 
Just put a box beside his bed and yell 'Como and get it.' 
Or the other men will pick it up and pass it around by 
•themselves. If you're alone in a bunker you're not 
supposed to take anything, even though its open and 
you think that the other guy won't mind. You should 
only take an offer." 

Cox anticipated the relationship between sharing in the 

bunker, and sharing risk in combat. He said: 

"If a guy didn't share maybe some day he'd be in 
a tough spot and the buddy would remember it and think 
about when you didn't make an offer. You don't always 
have a chance to do a favor in combat, but if you share 
everything, you can be pretty sure that your buddy will 
remember it if you need help." 

Chap described the function of a buddy in these terms: 

"A buddy understands you and is interested in your 
story. Some big mouths talk as if everyone is interested 
in their story but they're not. You've got to find a guy 
you like and he likes you, then you're buddies and you 
know he'll listen to you when you want to talk. A buddy 
shares everything; if you don't get mail, he lets you 
road his. Some fellows don't share my stuff because its 
Hawaiian food and they don't like it, but it's there if 
they want it." 

The "bull sossion" was another major activity of bunker life. 

The legitimacy of participation was determined by the number of ex- 

periences that the member had been through with the company. In 

this sharing of experiences, the "new men" formulated their own 

role conceptions. Clay said: 
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"'.'/hen I first Joinod the squad I liked to listen 
to the stories of what the outfit had been through. 
You heard them ao many times that you began to think 
that you had actually been there when they happened. 
Then you felt that you had to do things as the "old 
men" had done them." 

The bull session was controlled by the "old men" of the squad. 

Ciaig stated: 

— "In the bunker the men don't talk much about 
combat. When they do the old men like Camp and Chap 
call them "war daddy" and they shut up. Clay is like 
that. Most of the time they talk about places back in 
the States, or incidents around the company. It's a 
lot better to talk about things like that until you've 
really had some combat behind you." 

One other activity was centered in the Second Squad but 

attracted men from other squads: the platoon poker game. Camp 

was the leader, arranging the place, setting the time, and making 

sure that Illumination would be available. Camp said: 

"We played poker last night - we do for a few days 
after every payday. Not many men pay because they send 
their money home. Usually the aame guys play. Last 
night it was Chap, Egan (Weapons Squad), Dean (Third 
Squad), and another guy from the Weapons Squad. Clay 
played for a few games and quit. The other guys played 
through the whole game." 

Third Squad. In the Third Squad, Dion received the greatest 

number of packages, and thus had the greatest number of opportun- 

ities for sharing. Dail stated: 

"Dion is Number One for sharing. He gets lots 
of packages from home. You can't help liking A guy 
if he makes more offers. Sometimes you leave your 
stuff beside the bunk and tell the guys to take anything 
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if they want it, but you feel better If someone else 
is around when they take It because someone might come 
In from another squad or platoon. If a guy takes your 
offer, you'd like to know who it is and if a man comes 
around from another squad ho'11 tell you," 

Dodd had stated that he was excluded from many of the activ- 

ities of the squad because of his "light duty slip", and tMt he 

had been ridiculed because he was Regular Army. He had never re- 

ceived a package but accepted offers from the persons who were 

critical of him. He said: 

"Even though a guy has been treating you pretty 
rough, he'll offer you something from his package and 
it helps you to forget what he said about you. Just 
like at home, you'd try to make up with a guy by buying 
him a beer. When you pass a package around you show 
that everyone is your buddy." 

Dail described the significance of a buddy while on patrol: 

"Buddies have to talk when they get the chance, and 
you're never sure when you'll get the chance. iVhen on a 
patrol all the sweat is on the v/ay out, when you're spread 
out and can't say anything to anyone. When you get to the 
objective you can say something to your buddy. Maybe you 
were afraid on the way out. You feel better after you've 
told someone. It could happen to anyone, and your buddy 
would understand that e^en if no one else did." 

Fourth squad. When a package arrived in the Fourth Squad (the 

V/eapons Squad) it was distributed among the men of the squad to 

which one or both guns of the squad was attached. Under these con- 

ditions the exchange had less significance than in the rifle squads. 
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C. '.Vork Do toils 

Work details v/oro usually perfornod as a collective task of a 

platoon or squad under the supervision of the Platoon Loader or 

Squad Lender. The limited number of tools available required per- 

iodic exchanges between men who were working and those who wore 

resting. VTnen the task area was reached, those r.en then in poss- 

ession of the tools began to work. If two buddies both had tools, 

both began to work and arranged the subsequent exchanges so that 

thej' would be near each other and could exchange in an alternating 

sequence. 

In recordjjig observations of tool exchanges, the originator of 

the exchange could not be specified because the signal was appar- 

ently too subtle to detect. It might occur in the context of an 

irrelevant conversation or in a period of silence. The frequency of 

exchange aeomed to be the most significant measure of the relation- 

ship between two or nore persons. The larger the number of persons 

working together, the more exchanges occurred between two persons. 

Lrcn who were alone or in pairs worked for longer periods and ox- 

chdiiged less frequently. These factors cannot be indicated in the 

tabulations. The Squad Leader moved throughout the squad, exchang- 

ing with all men at least once. The Koreans are not counted in the 

exchanges becauae the investigator could not distinguish them as 

persons, although exchanges between an American and a Korean are 

indicated. 

•    •  « 



The pattern of tool exchanges in relation to buddy choices is 

presented in Figures 13, Ik,  15, and 16, following. In the diagrams 

tool exchange is represented by a solid line, broken by a number 

which indicates the nuxaber of exchanges taking place between the 

related individuals. The number in the individual rectangle in- 

dicates the total number of exchanges with all individuals in the 

squad. The dotted line indicates a buddy choice, a single arrow 

indicating the direction of choice, a double arrow that the choice 

was reciprocal. 

D. Sujrjnary 

An attempt has been made to evaluate the relationship between 

interaction in the external ayatem and sentiments in the internal 

system. First, the activity of "aharing" in the internal system 

was described as based on sentiments of solidarity between buddies 

and among members of the squad. Then, the tool exchanges in work 

details were counted. When compared with verbal buddy choices, an 

association is indicated between sentiments of solidarity and the 

frequency of tool exchange. Buddies tended to arrange themselves 

spatially so that they could interact with one another in the 

external system. 
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Figure 13. First Squad: Tool Kxchangea and Buddy Choices 
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Figure 16.    Fourth Squad: Tool Exchanges and Buddy Choices 
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CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A.    A Theoretical Refomilation 

A description and analysis of a rifle company as a social sys- 

tem has been presented.    Two complementary aspects of social organ- 

ization have been described as an external system and an Internal 

system.    The external system consists of tho activity, interaction, 

and sentiments by which the actors are related to the larger society 

and the normative structure of military organization.    The internal 

system corsLsts of the activity, interaction, and sentiments by which 

actors are related in colloctivities of risk, status, and authority.   * 

Each actor has been described in terms of his combat role In the 

external system, and a relationship has been sought between that 

role and the actor's membership in an internal system.    The Internal 

system has been conceived of as referring to a composite of collec- 

tivities in which the actor has both active and latent roles at any 

point in time. 

The collectivity and the external system are related by the 

actor's role in the external system.    On the one hand, the actor is 

assigned to a position within a scheme of interaction and provided 

with technical knowledge and sentiments which motivate participation 

in the activities of the external system.    On the other hand, in the 
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Internal system the actor participates in a relational system toward 

which he develops sentiments of moral obligation, including other 

actors and the collectivity.    The buddy relationship, as a social 

relationship involving moral obligation in the performance of role 

expectations, is the basic element of solidarity. 

The data presented here have indicated the factors involved in 

the induction of the actor from his position in the larger society 

and his assigament to a position in military organization.    An analysis 

has been made of the relationship between the actor's position In the 

external system, the activities involved in that position, and the 

scheme of interaction involved in cooperation with other actors.    Then 

( an analyaia lias been made of the actor's    position in a collectivity 

toward which he' shares sentiments of moral obligation, 

B,    The Collectivity as a Resource 

In Role Performance 

The hypothesis assorts that in the performance of a combat role 

the actor is influenced by the elements of a collectivity in which 

he shares sentiments of solidarity.    The elements of such collectiv- 

ities have been referred to as (1) activity,  (2) interaction, and 

(3) sentiments.    An element is considered a resource when it con- 

tributes to an adaptation of the actor's role to situations involving 

varying kinds and degrees of stress.    Conversely, an element is not 

a resource when an actor could have performed the role without 

access to auch an element. 
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A revievr of the literature has Indicated that four factors have 

been stressed as fundamental influences in combat role performance: 

(1) the ideological symbols of the larger society;  (2) the actor's 

attachment to the symbols of formal military organization; (3) the 

"masculinity norm"; and (A) membership in a solidary collectivity. 

The data presented here indicate that the sentiments of the 

larger society are of significant motivational value to the extent 

that they justify the actor's assignment to a position In military 

organization and the performance of a corresponding role.    The re- 

lationship between the actor in a combat role,  and his attachnent 

to the larger society, is mediated primarily b^ his attachment to 

( the sentiments of another collectivity:  the family.    Striving to 

maintain a satisfactory self-conception in terms of the family fos- 

tered adherence to the normative standards of the larger society 

requiring military service.    Beyond the level of this collectivity 

there is no evidence of the sentiments of the larger society being 

utilized as resources.    Such attributes as race and religion, of 

great symbolic value in the larger society, were almost completely 
• ) 

ignored in the combat role. 

A second factor which has been stressed is the actor's attach- 

ment to the symbols of formal military organization.    The data 

indicate that su^h an attachment varied with the ictor's status 

group membership.    Among enlisted men, sentiments of attachment to 

£ structures larger than the company were rarely expressed.    Few 
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opportunities existed for such aentimenta to develop.    Spatially 

tnd socially the company was isolated from other components of larger 

structures.    With reference to awards and decorations to motivate 

hazardous behavior, the actor or the status audience consistently 

denied the distinctive value of auch an award. 

Among officers, however, th^re was a significant attachment 

to the larger organization, especially the regiment.    Reference has 

been made to the protocol of assignment by which officers were 

introduced to superior coramandera and indoctrinated with the symbols 

of each organizational level through which they passed.    Subsequently 

the protocol of inspections,  otatus segregation, and the evaluation 

( of technical competence in terms of status solidarity, tended Lo 

maintain the officer's attachment to the larger organizatirn and to 

facilitate the uae of the authority in his position.    Therefore, it 

may be concluded that such an attachment was a significant factor 

for officers in the performance of their combat roles. 

A third factor which has been considered significant is the 

"norm of masculinity" which refers to an aspect of the personality 

in terms of which the actor evaluates his behavior aa adequate to 

cope with stress and to act independently as a male adult.    On a 

dimension of masculinity, the most masculine actor would be the least 

dependent.    The least masculine actor would conceive of himself as 

totally dependent on collaboration with his peers. 
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However, these data Indicate that such attributes as independ- 

ence, aggressiveness, and initiative were negatively defined.    Nor 

did the position involve such a high degree of gratiflcatory signif- 

icance that it inhibited mobility striving to positions more remote 

from risk.    An admission of dependency, and hence a denial of inde- . 

pendence, was a primary technique which the actor used to strengthen 

his solidarity with the collectivity. 

A fourth factor which has been considered, the subject of this 

investigation, is the actor's attachment to a solidary collectivity. 

The data indicate that colloctivities are of differential significance 

depending on variations in the tactical activity of the company.    At 

least three dimensions may be specified which nr« haaes on which 

actors are united as collectivities:   (l)  status,  (2) authority, and 

(3) risk. 

Status. The actor is influenced by his membership in a collect- 

ivity based on relative status. Whenever the tactical situation per- 

mitted, officers segregated themselves and carried on activities that 

were exclusive to their status group. In reserve areas, officers and 

enlisted men were distinguished by their mode of living, segregation, 

and enforced deference gestures. During these periods there was a 

corresponding decrease in the frequency of interaction between status 

groups and of positive sentitients toward each other. During periods 

on the line, these differences were eliminated. 
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One factor affecting the significance of status distinctions 

among enlisted men was that the external system failed to provide 

the stipulated rank for persons who were performing in roles which 

called for such rank.    Individuals were not motivated to attain or 

retain the rank when the organization could not provide the formal 

status symbols for the position in which the actor was performing. 

Another factor affecting the formal status structure was the 

instability of assignments to positions within the structure.    A 

private or a corporal who had parformed in a leader role role for 

several months might ba "bumped" when a non-commissioned officer 

with a higher grade was assigned to the platoon as a replacement, 

{ The acting leader v/ould then revert to his old position in th« pla- 

toon.    Meanwhile, the acting leader's position with his peers had 

been threatened.    Men who attempted to use the authority of the posi- 

tions to which they were temporarily assigned were resented or sus- 

pected of "bucking".    Few men were motivated to move up to higher 

positions when it involved little probability of reward and almost 

certainly,  the weakening of relationships in the squad which they 
I 

were required to leave. 

Although the grade  "didn't count for much" in the platoon, it 

was expected to be a significant source of prestige in the larger 

society, through the family and the work group.    Promotion disappoint- 

ment became increasingly severe as the rotation date approached,    Uan 
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who had been performing in a higher position had frequently written 

letters to friends, relatives, or former employers, describing their 

responsibilities and mentioning the stipulated rank as a measure of 

the importance of their positions.    Some received letters addressed 

to them in the appropriate grade for the position to which they had 

been assigned temporarily.    Their apprehension was expressed by the 

statement that if they should come home as privates "They'll think 

that I've been giving them a line all the time."   The rank held at 

the time of discharge was also expected to influence civilian em- 

ployment opportunities. 

Among officers the major source of status differentials was the 
( 

I position held by the actor. Within the company all officers were of 

approximately equal rank.    Beyond the company, however, a person 

could be placed by status observers only by for/rial symbols of rank. 

•Vhen the Company Commander left the company area he could be ident- 

ified only as a junior member of his status group.    Among officers 

of higher rank, or of equal rank at echelons of less risk and more 

prestige, he lacked the responsive status audience of the company 

where his position was known. 

It may be concluded, then, that status group membership influ- 

enced officers in the performance of their combat roles in the fol- 

lowing ways: (l) An awareness of obligation to the larger organiza- 

tion was activated and maintained by the procedure of assignments, 
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the protocol of inspections, and exclusive status group activities. 

(2) Employment of the legitimate authority of their positions was 

facilitated by segregation from the subordinate status group^ ** 

(3) Social ranking within the status group in terms of status solid- 

arity, and rewards in the form of access to mobility channels to 

echelons of less risk, fostered compliance with the normative stand- 

ards of military organization. 

Among enlisted men, status group memberohip was significant in 

the following ways:   (l) The lack of legitimate authority in the posi- 

tions to which they were assigned was made up for by their own senti- 

ments of solidarity.    (2) Membership fostered conflict relations with 

the superior status £jroup when that group acted collectively to en- 

force their own solidarity.    (2) They had limited opportunities for 

transfer to echelons of less risk. 

Risk.    The actor is influenced by his membershlo in a collectivity 

based on relative risk.    Gradations of risk occurred when the company 

was used on the line as a component of a larger military organization 

or when members of the company conceived of themselves as collectively 

exposed to greater risk than persons and collectivities at other ech- 

elons of power and prestige.    Collectivities based on risk are de- 

fined by a set of actors who share relatively similar chances of ex- 

ploiting their tactical environment for safety and comfort, in com- 

parison to other echelons,  regardless of status group membership. 
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Tha elements of collectivities based on risk affected combat 

roles in the following ways:  (1) Exposure to risk was a consistent 

referent for the establishment of colleotivities based on senti- 

ments which express the mutual dependency of related actors, 

(2) The existence of such a relationship provides social support 

in crisis situations, actual and anticipated.    (3) The solidarity 

of the collectivity provides support in reaction to the subordinate 

positions occupied by the majority of the actors in the distribution 

of authority. 

Among officers, membership in a collectivity of risk has addi- 

tional implications.    As the degree of risk increaaes, the intensity 

( 
( and frequency of the Platoon Leader's interaction with members of 

the subordinate status group is increased, and correspondingly, sig- 

nificant interaction with status peers is decreased.    The more fre- 

quently and consistently the officer interacts with members of the 

subordinate status group, the more he tends to participate in their 

activities and to share their sentiments.    Accordingly, the officer's 

collectivity membership, under conditions of increasing risk, limits 

his capacity to uae the sanctions available to him as a member of 

the superior status group, and fosters deviance from the normative 

standards imposed by the external system.    A conflict Is created be- 

tween the officer's role In the collectivity of riisk and his role 

in the status group. 
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Authority.    The actor is influenced by his meaborahip In a 

collectivity based on relative authority.    Authority exists in an 

office to the extent that it is a component of a position in a 

hiora "hy of command relatlonshipa, and the incumbent of the office 

may issue an order and use ohysical or psychical compulsion to ob- 

tain conformity with the order, or invoke sanctions for violating 

it.    Actors have relative authority in the extent to which their 

cfflcis permit deviation from the order, in the number of persons 

whose conformity to an order can be commanded, and in their cap- 

acity to control the channels of coa-nunication by which orders are 

transmitted and compliance verified. 

The dimensions of status and risk intersect the dimension of 

authority.    Aä a status group, officers have access to more severe 

sanctions than enlisted men.    But the greater the conditions of risk 

(and hence, the greater the potential deviance), the less effec- 

tively can status segregation be maintained, and the officer's auth- 

ority is compromised by Increasing solidarity with the subordinate 

status group. 

But generalized individual compliance is ea3«:ntial for effec- 

tive combat activity, and the use of physical force is of no immed- 

iate symbolic value.    Accordingly the position of the officer is 

vested with a high degree of latent force so that by virtue of his 

status alone, his authority will be acknowledged. 
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The symbolic al^nificanco of the officer's status a? latent 

forco  ifj devolop:d r.nrl maintained by a forml differentiation of 

iivailablo canctiona, and by moro inti/nate involvement in the formal 

activity of the organization.    Tho officer has relatively more 

SüVQVe aanctiona available.    He is identified with a  status group 

which has more po-.ver in decision making. 

Thus, during the period on the line, combat conditions tended 

to isolato officers from one another.    The motivation of the platoon 

leader to use sanctions v;as inhibited by the personal and urgent 

situations in which offenses occurred.    Higher level commanders 

attempted  to foster the Platoon Leader's continued statue .solidarity 
* 
by close personal relationshipsj, personal greetings when new offi- 

cers joined the Regiment, or on inspections, and involvement in ex- 

clusive status group activities. 

The effect of continued solidarity with the superior status 

group is to develop in the officer a conception of himself as having 

"status potency" or the capacity to induce compliance by virtue of 

hia status attributes alone.  Status attributes arc expected to 

transform an officer, to become such an integral part of his person- 

ality that any social act .vill reflect his solidarity with tho status 

group. Such charncteriatiCiJ are also components of an officer's 

occupational role and  used by colleagues in .-.ocial ranking. The use 

of force by "prvferring charges" is nouozesiy.vy   t.-j long as the off- 

icer's "potency'1 In employing sanctions is recognized. 

7 
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But if sanctions are invoked as a last resort, an admission of 

status impotence is involved. Status potency thus inhibits the use 

of severe formal sanctions. The commander's prestige can be pro- 

tected only by restricting the significance of the offense and the 

punishment to his own command. When severe sanctions are invoked, 

the officer-accuser must relinquish his own responsibility to 

colleagues at remote echelons, thus admitting his status impotence 

to a wider audience. The subsequent .trial procedure would entail 

a series of investigations involving status peers, with a consequent 

evaluation of the effectiveness of his status attributes. 

In summary, it is possible to specify throe points around which 

'        collectivities of authority were organized within the company.  The 

first consisted of persons in the superior status group who oxerted 

authority collectively and by virtue of their positions. A second 

type consisted of the subordinate status group whose authority was 

derived from their solidarity, enabling them to minimize compliance 

with the norrna'civo standards imposed by the external system. A 

third type consisted of actors whose positions involved conflicts 

between obligations to the larger organization and to the status 

group. The members of this collectivity were the First Sergeant, 

Platoon Sergeants, and less frequently. Platoon Leaders. 

Among officers, collectivities based on relative authority 

affected combat role performance in the following ways; (1) The 
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channels of communication to echelons of greater authority were con- 

trolled by reporting techniques that stressed compliance with orders 

and described the existence of a condition of equilibrium.    (2) The 

officer might utilize the activities of the subordinate status group 

to avoid compliance with procedures specified by higher echelons of 

authority.    (3) Status group solidarity was interpreted as technical 

competence, fostering compliance with the normative standards of for- 

mal military organization. 

A second type of collectivity consisted of actors who mediated 

between their own status group and the subordinate or superior status 

group.    Such actors were Platoon Sergeants, and less frequently, Pla- 

tool Leaders.    The normative standards of this collectivity referred 

to conflict relations between positions of greater and loss authority. 

Membership in this collectivity affected role performance in the fol- 

lowing ways:  (l) By interacting with authority peers in other elements 

of the company, they integrated the smaller unit with the larger. 

(2) Conflict between status groups could be .tiitigated because *heir 

integration in either group was marginal and membership in either 

group could bo legitimated.    (3) Members of the collectivity had at 

least partial access to the sentiments of both groups and accord- 

ingly, could modify their role behavior as the situation demanded. 

(A) Negative sentiments toward the superior status group could be 

used by the actor to relieve him of responsibility for violating the 

sentiments of his own status group. 
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A third collectivity has been specified as consisting of actors 

in the positions of least authority who derived authority from their 

sentiments of solidarity.    Membership in this collectivity affected 

role behavior in the following ways:.(l) Isolation from activities 

involving positions of greater authority increased the interaction 

in the pollectivity and their dependence on the sentiments of the 

collectivity.  (2) The lack of responsibility for the exercise of 

legitimate authority required the members to have a minimal commit- 

ment to the sentiments imposed by the external system,    (3) The 

lack of legitimate authority increased the significance of the buddy 
4 

as a legitimating agent for potentially deviant behavior. 

, ,C, The Collectivity as a Resourcq 

and Variations in Stress 

The second hypothesis asserts that, as the atressfulness of 

the situation increases, the actor is influenced by the elements of 

the collectivity leas frequently in the performance of his combat 

role. The hypothesis has been tested by comparing activities, inter- 

action, and sentiments in three tactical situations: tactical reserve, 

positions on the line, and a final reserve and retraining period. 

These variations also refer to relative degrees of risk, in increas- 

ing order as follows: reaerve and retraining, tactical reserve, and 

positions on the line. 

On the line and on patrol events in tactical reserve, collec- 

tivities based on risk were of primary significance. Status group 

riMMM 
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membership declined In aignificance as the Platoon Leader's activities 

and interaction with the subordinate status group increased.    V/ithin 

the rifle squads, buddy relationships were established on the exper- 

ience or anticipation of support in crisis events.    Spatial liaita- 

tions on movement imposed by the tactical situation, isolation from 

activity in the larger unit, and mutual exposure to risk and depriv- 

ation intensified interaction within the collectivities based on risk. 

The data indicate that the actor is influenced by different 

types of collectivities as the tactical situation varies.    In reserve 

and retraining, solidarity within status groups and authority peers 

was intensified.    Status segregation increased, interaction between 

status groups declined, and sentiments increasiugly expressed con- 

flict relations between status groups and authority echelons.    Norm- 

ative standards imposed by the external system were expressed in the 

collective activities of the superior status group and opposed by 

the solidarity of the subordinate status group. 

The hypothesis that the actor is influenced by elements of the 

collectivity lesa frequently as the risks of the combat situation 

are increased must be rejected.    The data indicate that as combat 

risk is incroased,  the actor is affected in the porformance of his 

combat role by elements of collectivities based on risk more fre- 

quently, and elemc-nts of collectivities based on status and authority 

less frequently. 
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D. The Collectivity of Buddies 

The data indicate that the baaic social unit in the performance 

of a combat role consisted of two or more actors who shared a posi- 

tion of risk, one of whom described the other as a "buddy". A re- 

lationship to a buddy involved both men in a set of role expecta- 

tions of mutual dependency and constituted a collectivity. It is 

now possible to specify the normative standards involved in a 

collectivity of buddies. 

First, it can be noted that the most common sentiment expressed 

in the selection of a buddy was the recognition of mutual risk. The 

attachment of solidarity to a Wddy occurred enroute to, or upon 

arrival in a position of risk. 

Second, the collectivity accepted the normative standards im- 

posed by the external system to the extent that such standards re- 

quired performance in a combat role. The normative standards of 

the collectivity referred, however, to minimizing the degree of 

risk involved in the perfoimance of the role. The terms "dud" and 

"hero" deli/nited this median position. The dud was a person who 

refused to participate in an activity with a buddy because it in- 

volved risk or hardship for himjelf, without reference to the 

collectivity. The hero defied risk as a limitation on hia role 

behavior, thus increasing the risk for other mutually dependent 

actors, but especially for the buddy who was obligated to follow. 

Each actor was expected to doraonstrata a ninimal commitment to the 
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normative standards imposed by the external system. Each increment 

of commitment away from that minimum increased the chance that the 

actor would be isolated from the collectivity. 

The sentiments, of the collectivity of buddies may be specified 

as follows: 

1. Buddy choices were private knowledge. One man could think 

of another as a buddy, but could never state it or boast of the attach- 

ment publicly. To do so would have required a conflict in loyalties 

among men who mißht have been chosen as buddies by several persons. 

This was especially important if the actor was a leader: other mem- 

bers of the squad would have anticipated favoritism in a crisis 

situation. 

2. The 'buddy was a defense against isolation. He was always 

available when needed. He listened to whatever the actor wanted to 

say or express, whether anger, apprehension, or boldness. The more 

the actor told tho buddy, the more they understood one another and 

the greater their mutual dependency became. 

3. Communication between buddies included knowledge which was 

restricted to members of the collectivity. A buddy never laughed at 

what tho actor saici, nor revealed to others what they said to one 

another. Only on this condition was it possible, for example, to 

admit their apprehension to one another or to read each other's mail. 

U.    Relative judgements of combat proficiency were excluded 

fror, communication between buddies. Tho narration of a coabat expor- 
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ience was interpreted as evidence of the actor's "hero" orientation 

and the poaslbility that he would expose to increased risk all per- 

sons who wore related to him in mutually dependent roles. 

5. The actor did not expose the buddy to the necessity of 

making a choice between his commitment to the external system or 

the collectivity. The actor did not volunteer for a hazardous 

miasion unless the situation involved the sentiments of the collec- 

tivity (such as assistance to a woundp.d member of a patrol). To do 

so -.vould have required a corresponding commitment of the buddy to 

the mission. 

6, In a crisis situation the actor anticipated that hs would 

act in terms of his commitment to the collectivity rather than to 

the sentiments of the external system. Although a buddy gave the 

actor his major support in conforming to his role in the external 

system, it might also have forced the actor to choose between that 

role and a moral obligation to the buddy. If the buddy "bulged out" 

and avoided his commitment to Ihe external system, in most cases 

the actor would not condamn him but would have considered it a "no^n^ai,, 

reaction. Similarly, if a buddy was wounded, the actor's first oblig- 

ation was to a buddy, and secondarily to continued performance in 

the external system. ! 
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E. Risk and Ritual 

A3 riak declined, either in tactical activity or in the eche- 

lon of asaignnent, there was a corresponding increase in the amount 

of formal and informal ritual activity, which expressed a relation- 

ship between the actor as an individual or as a collectivity, and 

combat evento. The significance of status segregation for social 

control has been Indicated, The officer platoon leader v/as the moat 

forward agent of the normative standards imposed by the external sys- 

tem and enforced by military organization. Yet precisely because he 

was the only officer in the platoon, his activity and interaction 

with status group subordinates inhibited the freedom with which he 

could invoke formal sanctions, Withdrawal to reserve, and at eche- 

lons consistently removed from risk, the officer could maintain a 

solidary relationship with his status group. 

Status segregation thus expressed the relationship between the 

actor and combat events? it was a ceremonial verification of the off- 

icer's membership in a collectivity of actors v/ho adhered more closely 

to the normative standards imposed by the external system. The off- 

icer's rolcj at risk remote echelons was accordingly modified to in- 

crease his freedom from moral commitments to other collectivities and 

to prevent such commitments from developing into solidary relation- 

ships. 

Gorreapoiulingly, the roservo period provided an opportunity to 

break -io,.-. oth^r collectivities within tho company and to reinforce 
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the formal structure by ritual activities expressing the company's 

relationship to formal military organization. It has been noted 

that the training program in the reserve period was based on an 

assumption that reinforcement of tactical doctrine would "raise 

morale" after the company was withdrawn from the line. Experiences 

were evaluated as success or failure in terms of the degree to which 

the fulfilled criteria of "correct" tactical doctrine. It has also 

been noted that the basic sentiment of the collectivities of risk 

was to minimize the threats Imposed by the external system. Pro- 

longed exposure to combat conditions potentially fostered the de- 

velopment of deviant collectivities, a dysfunctional phenomenon 

from the pergpectlv« rf formal military organization. 

Accordingly, the formal image of military organization was re- 

inforced at all times by ritual activity which increased in degree 

and emphasis as risk became more remote. The rigid reporting pro- 

tocol on the line, the emphasis on "correct" tactical doctrine, 

the frequent supply and administrative Inspections, and particip- 

ation in formal parades, reinforced the role prescriptions of the 

external system. 

F. Collective Solidarity and "Morale" 

The solidarity of the collectivity and its resistance to stress 

depended on the extent to which the members shared normative stand- 

ards. "Morale" may be defined as the extent to which the normative 
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standards of th« collectivities within the company converged with 

the standards imposed by the external system. Then "morale* may 

be said to rise and fall vdth the solidarity of collectivities 

based on risk. 

It has been noted that risk, actual and anticipated, was the 

fundamental reason for the development of the collectivity of 

buddies. The ritual activities of the reserve period expressed the 

relationship between the actor and combat events. The longer the 

period in reserve, the less real risk appeared and the more real 

ritual became. The symbolic significance of the ritual as prepare- 

tion for a combat event waa transformed into a formal activity with 

preciae indicators of cfficioncy and offcctiven«38 which no longer 

had combat events as referents. Administrative adequacy, numerical 

factors, and competitive comparisons with other companies assumed 

primary significance in evaluations by higher echelons of authority 

and prestige. 

The solidarity of the collectivity of buddies was threatened by 

two factors when risk was removed. First, the element of mutual de- 

pendency waa roducod in significance. Secondly, the normative stand- 

ards of the external system lacked concrete significance. 

The disintegration of the collectivities of risk eliminated a 

primary element in motivating adherence to the normative standards 

imposed by the external aystem. It has been noted that one of the 

sentiments of the collectivity of risk was that the actor should 
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perform his role adequately.    Adequacy waa defined by the extent to 

which the actor'a behavior complied with the requirements of the ex- 

ternal ayatem, while minimizing the risk to other membera of the 

collectivity.   Each increment of reduction in the reality of risk in 

combat eventa involved a corresponding reduction in the adequacy     th 

which the actor's conformity to the external system could be evalu- 

ated, while failing to provide corresponding standards as substitutes. 

The potentiality of the emergence of deviant behavior was accordingly 

increased. 

Finally the increased pressure to conform to the standards of 

the external system, fostered by the reduction in spatial isolation, 

(( was followed by an increase in conflict relations between status 

groups and authority echelons.    The normative standards of collectiv- 

ities of risk were replaced by standards which reinforced the seg- 

regation of status groups. 

G.    Summary 

Collective solidarity develops among actors who occupy similar 

positions on dimensions of risk, status, and authority, and influences 

combat role performance according to the degree of risk entailed in 

the combat situation.    The element of risk is a principal determinant 

of the normative standards of military organization.    Combat events 

increase tho algnlficance of collectivities of risk, induce a minimal 

compliance with the role requirements of the external system, and 

provide functional consistency to tho structure of the organization. 
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Figure 17.    Vieiva of "living bunker".    Above: exterior view. 
lielüw:  interior view. 
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JBelows    A work group takes a warming break. 
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